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word from the editor
A. Scott Moreau, Editor

A

s we celebrate our 50th anniversary, consider the differences between our first issue and this one. In the
first issue, we had 7 articles in 64 pages; here we have 16 articles in 128
pages. Our first issue had articles covering culture, conversion, contemporary
challenges to mission, theology, and practical advice. In this issue, we have
articles on shifts in missions, culture, local church, partnership, and practical
advice. Perhaps the most significant shift is in the authors—from our first issue’s
homogeneity to this issue’s diversity. Like global missions, EMQ now has many
more voices at the table, and we rejoice that missions truly is from everywhere
to everywhere.
We open this issue with brief essays by authors representing churches and
ministries around the world looking into the future of mission—you will find
their perspectives challenging and captivating. Our regular articles overview
lenses of the insider movement discussions, delve into Spain as Hispanic ministry in the U.S., and explore adoption, hospitality, and partnership in mission.
We invite you to celebrate with us the 50 years God has used EMQ to voice
concerns and joys in missions from evangelical perspectives and to pray with
us that God would continue to grant his grace and
mercy in the decades to come.

❝

EMQ CONTAINS ABSOLUTE TREASURES of wisdom and

lessons learned from those who have blazed the way forward in missions
the past fifty years. Those lessons cannot be lost and have been invaluable
as we have brought these into the equipping of our Saddleback Church
members who have gone to literally every country of the world.
—Mike Constantz, pastor of global mobilization
and initiatives, Saddleback Church

....

EMQ IS THE ONLY PLACE I KNOW of in which serious missiology,
genuine Christ-centered spirituality, and real “rubber-meets-the-road”
pragmatism all find a home. I consider EMQ to be a must-read for those who
are committed to bringing the gospel of the Lord Jesus to the whole world.
—Cody Lorance, executive director, Trinity International Baptist Mission
diaspora mission catalyst, Global Diaspora Network
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a second look
Commentary by EMQ associate editor, Gary Corwin

The Importance of History
to Missiology

M

ISSIOLOGY, OR REFLECTION ON THE TASK of mission, has
often been described as resting on a three-legged stool of
the Bible and theology, history, and the social sciences. Unfortunately, history is often relegated in practical terms only to the category
of inspirational biography—the story of brave men and women who
sacrificed to carry the gospel to those with little or no access to it. While
that is an important part of what history does for us, it is by no means all.
History is unique among the three stool legs. It is the link that provides a record
of how the mandate and methods of mission set forth in the Bible, together with
insights from the social sciences, have actually been applied by flesh and blood
servants of God in the nexus of divergent cultures and circumstances. If handled
properly, history provides a picture of both what was done well, and what was
not. It also has a way of showing us quite explicitly how God often achieves his
purposes without us, and even in spite of us. History is the great revealer and the
great adjuster of applied missiology.
If you were to ask me what specifically history has taught us over the last two
thousand years of mission endeavor, here is some of what I would say:
History has taught us that what is cultural and what is biblically
required often get confused. The examples of this one are almost too numerous to mention. They are traceable back to the circumstances that prompted the
great Jerusalem Council of Acts 15, through successive conquests (both military
and spiritual) that extended the Church of Christ into new areas, to the missionary endeavors of the last several centuries. The latter are replete with oft-cited
examples of Western missionaries confusing Western models of worship, leadership, music, dress, etc. as inextricable from the gospel. There are even examples
of Majority World missionaries doing much the same.
History has taught us that decision-making based on historical analogy,
while far from perfect, may be, short of divine revelation, the most reliable
predictor of the future we have. The reason, of course, is that human nature
doesn’t change. The emotional and practical reactions of people in stressful and
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other circumstances tend to change very little over time. This is a major factor in
what makes accurate stock market predictions possible, and is what enables urban
missionaries to know that new immigrants are most open to new ideas the first
two years following their migration.
History has taught us that while human nature in the aggregate never
changes, individuals indwelt by the Holy Spirit can live differently. The stories of cannibals, murderers, and other criminals may be the most memorable,
but whole societies have repeatedly been impacted (e.g., the Great Awakenings in
the U.S., the Solomon Islands conversions of the nineteenth century, the Sadrach
movement among Muslims in Indonesia, or the Don Richardson Peace Child
story of Papua New Guinea).
History has taught us that newer isn’t necessarily better or worse. Among
all peoples, Americans are probably the most enamored by that which is shiny
and new, particularly if the new thing is a pragmatic shortcut. And there certainly
have been wonderful innovations, both technological and methodological, that
have furthered the effectiveness of the mission enterprise (e.g., anthropological
insights, indigenous principles, missionary aviation, global radio and Internet
education). The less helpful innovations, by contrast, are quickly forgotten.
History has taught us that the gospel can transform cultures, and that
cultures can transform the Church. The taming of Europe’s barbarian peoples
following the fall of the Roman Empire, and the subsequent gradual decline of
Christian influence in so many of Europe’s cultures in more recent centuries is
exhibit A for both parts of that truth. It is by no means alone, however (e.g., other
Western nations like Australia, New Zealand, the USA, and Canada of two hundred years ago and today; or the Christo-paganism so ubiquitous in so much of
Latin America for so long).
History has taught us that the most vibrant expressions of Christianity
exist at the fringes of its expansion. Many readers who have travelled widely
know this instinctively, but one cannot do better than Andrew Walls to underscore this point. For the sake of brevity, therefore, let me point you to his writings,
particularly The Missionary Movement in Christian History: Studies in the Transmission
of Faith, and The Cross-Cultural Process in Christian History.
History has taught us that no mission enterprise is indispensable and,
good as it may be, that it will not necessarily continue until the Lord returns. The examples are myriad, dating all the way back to the apostolic bands
of the New Testament; the Irish monks of the sixth and seventh centuries who
“saved the world,” according to the delightful book by Thomas Cahill; the amazing Nestorians who took the gospel to China; the Moravian emigrant pioneers of
the seventeenth century; and the many agencies that have come and gone in the
modern era.
So, yes, history is important to missiology—as important as reflection on life
is to living well.
Gary Corwin is staff missiologist with the international office of SIM.
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Global Missions Today
Editor's note: As we celebrate
fifty years as a publication
committed to equipping and
encouraging those in mission,
we continue to take seriously the
issues we face today. We asked
top mission leaders around the
world to reflect on missions from
their respective vantage points.
We pray that God will use their
thoughts to challenge, inspire,
instruct, and correct us all.
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Contributions by Samuel E. Chiang, Sadiri Joy Tira,
Lazarus Phiri, C. Rosalee Velloso Ewell, and David Fitch

A Discernable Quintet Impacting
Church and Mission
Samuel E. Chiang

A

S WE LOOK TO THE FUTURE, it is extremely difficult to
predict what lay before us. However, I believe we can look
at certain trends and surmise what God might be up to
in the next ten years. Historians have suggested that the
agendas set within the first two decades of a new century generally
carry the gravitas for the remainder of that century.

There are five trends which have achieved “critical mass” as we write: (1)
multiplicative development of screens and devices impacting worldview and
contextualization; (2) Business as Mission providing “wholeness” in discipleship going forward; (3) orality speaking into matters of stewardship of our resources, learning, and communications; (4) online education as distribution of
theological knowledge; and (5) the incarnate Church taking responsibility to
translate scripture.
Could this quintet drive the agenda of missions for the next decade? What magnitude of factors will they enact on planting churches and making disciples? What are
some things the Church must address and align in order to work to minister globally?
Let me address each trend in turn.
Trend #1: Technology. Technology continues to provide information access for users everywhere. The multiplication of “screens” on devices is changing
our context for missions, evangelism, and discipleship. In fact, the very notion

of worldview is changing rapidly.
Many societies which are more prone to rule-based upbringing with a pair/
single parent are now faced with multiple screens on devices that move the dynamic to the community bringing up the child—and it is the value of the community which is shared, followed, and honored. The guilt-innocence model
which has undergirded the West for the last five centuries is fast turning into an
honor-shame worldview. This is good news for missions as the Majority Church
actually operates predominately in an honor-shame worldview, in which the
Bible was given in both oral and written form.
Question: Might the possibilities for harvest be even more in this century as a
result of rediscovering the honor-shame worldview?
Trend #2: Business as mission. The sacred-secular divide is redressed
in the global movement of Business As Mission. A new generation of entrepreneurs are living out vocation and calling as a single fabric. Demonstratively
using actual business and not business-as platforms, so as to get into restrictive
access countries, this movement is able to work in hostile environments, combat issues such as sex trafficking, speak into sustainability, and work among the
least reached people groups.

The new generation are “artists,”
as they are both content creators and providers.

Question: Has the time come for the Church to think through how to send newlycalled missionaries, especially in countries where there is a lack of tax incentivizing,
and altruism or obedience to Christ in generous giving has yet to be practiced?
Trend #3: Orality. Approximately eighty percent of the world’s population
cannot or will not hear our message when we communicate it to them in literate ways and means. In fact, with cyberization, our communication patterns are
once again mimicking speech patterns that are naturally verbalized and less so
as grammatically correct sentence structure.
The world of orality—how we receive, process, remember, and pass on
information—is rapidly changing. Aside from a dynamic worldview change (from
guilt-innocence to honor-shame), we are once again cajoled into examining how
to frame the content in light of culture, language, literacies, memory, networks,
arts, and media. The new generation are “artists,” as they are both content creators
and providers.
Questions: Might God be using this younger generation to hear and interpret
scripture, with child-like faith, so as to provide a fresh message for the rest of the world?
Would the Church be ever so bold and patient as to receive freshness from scripture from
children and youth, and also see them as agents of missions? With an extremely high
percentage of the materials produced in literate and textual format, yet knowing that an
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extremely high percentage of the world’s population processes the messages differently,
isn’t this a stewardship issue that the Church should be addressing?
Trend #4: Online education. Online education has gained such momentum that theological institutions are stroking their long beards, assessing how to
get into that space. Distribution and transmission of knowledge through online
modality has gained such momentum that seminaries seem to think that they
will die without such a tool. All the while, the courses going online are “broadcast” style. It would appear that the academy has forgotten peer-to-peer learning, discussions, and collaboration.
Moreover, it would appear that the potential “revenue” per person is so
appealing, and the potential for survival so appetizing, that the simple idea of
spiritual formation is discarded as a relic from the last century. This is actually
good news for the Church! It is high time that spiritual formation became the
domain of the Church once again. The shepherding of the flock, the forming of
the individual and community, and the caring for the soul have been relegated
to the dustbin. The Church can now actually take back what it has unwittingly
outsourced—spiritual formation.
Question: Will the Church in the West once again take on this responsibility? Will
the Majority Church resist the temptations of outsourcing spiritual formation?
Trend #5: Scripture translation. Finally, there is the notable trend of
translating the word of God into the heart language of the unengaged and unreached people groups. It is conceivable that within the next decade, there will
be zero unengaged, unreached people groups. It is conceivable that all of the
remaining 1,900 languages will have some appropriate forms of the word of
God in their own heart language.
Question: With the 500th-year celebration of the Reformation and the 500th-year
celebrations of various editions of the Bible over the next two decades, might it be that
the Church will use these celebratory events to pray for the word of God to be received
everywhere?
This quintet of issues, which has content that is co-created and collaborated
with a new generation, should dominate our thinking, action, and strategizing
for the next decade in mission. Are we willing to prayerfully embrace, engage,
align, and steward the challenges before us?
Rev. Samuel E. Chiang is executive director of the International Orality Network, which has over two thousand member organizations and
denominations. The network is passionate about influencing the Body of
Christ to make disciples of all oral preference learners. Samuel can be
reached at: Oralityresources@gmail.com.
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Every Person
(From Everywhere)
Sadiri Joy Tira

L

IKE AN AVALANCHE FROM the highest point of Nepal are
the Himalayans cascading down to the Arabian deserts. These
people, mostly men, have descended by the thousands in recent
years to countries like the United Arab Emirates, Oman, Kuwait,
Saudi Arabia, and Qatar. The economic decline in Nepal has “pushed”
these people outside their homeland, while the mass production and
oil exportation from the oil rich region of the Arabian Peninsula to the
rest of the world has “pulled” in Nepalese contract workers.

In 2002, I was first introduced to a group of twenty Overseas Filipino Workers (OFWs), Korean businessmen, and Nepali construction workers when I
preached during their worship gathering inside a small warehouse owned by a
Korean businessman.
These men had initially met when three Nepali Christians arrived in Qatar with a longing for the word of God and a desire to explore Christianity in
the context of community. A Korean man offered them his small room in an
industrial area for fellowship. Soon, the group had grown to eight and QICM,
a Christian community composed of nearly seventy percent Filipinos, adopted
them, committing to train them in evangelism and discipleship and support
them in practical ways (e.g., allowing them to use an adjacent venue for worship). They later took the name “QICM Nepal Chapter” and became an official
ministry of QICM.
Who could initiate and maintain such “church growth” but only the Lord
of the Church? In the growing global cities, in the rural landscapes, and in the
solitude of thousands of homes, migrant workers play specific roles in nation
building. They toil away at erecting skyscrapers, building hotels, constructing
roads, harvesting produce, and raising babies. However, in God’s sovereignty
and providence, they are also there for kingdom building.
When I ponder the challenges and opportunities presented to us today
and are predicted for the next decade, I think of the Father of Modern-day
398 EMQ October 2014

Missions, William Carey. He lived in a time of tumultuous change—a pivotal
time in world history during which paradigm shifts forever transformed the
minds of people. Despite the changes in his world, I doubt that as Carey sailed
from London to India with his family in the spring of 1793 he could have imagined a future of “flying ships” that would transport people from the “regions
beyond” to their own neighborhood in a matter of hours.
Today, people from the 10/40 Window are scattered all over the world. The
Chinese and the South Asian diasporas are two of the largest in the world. Who
would have predicted the recent political explosion in North Africa, driving
Egyptians, Tunisians, Syrians, and Libyans into exile? The refugee situations of
recent months are staggering—not to mention the millions of Jewish people,
Africans, Armenians, and Palestinians who have been scattered for centuries. All
of these people are from the 10/40 Window, the area on the map that was known
in early Protestant missions as the “regions beyond.”
These days, we often look to traditionally Christian countries (e.g., Australia,
Canada, England, and USA) as receivers of people from the regions beyond.
But let us shift our focus to places such as Qatar. In many traditionally “resis-

We live in an increasingly borderless world—
with transnationalism, decentralization, and
deterritorialization.
tant” parts of the world (where we must keep our missionary work discreet), it
is indigenous diaspora kingdom workers who are reaching other indigenous
diaspora workers who in turn reach out to their “resistant” hosts, and it is they
who are returning to their own countries as “reverse migrants.”
Remember our Nepali, Korean, and Filipino brethren? There are many others! Ukrainian business leaders, Vietnamese factory workers, Iranian-American
English teachers, Ethiopian doctors, Japanese-German artists meeting Jesus,
living life, sharing faith with people from everywhere. And they are doing this
while they are away from their respective countries of origin.
Our world is vastly different from Carey’s. We live in an increasingly borderless
world—with transnationalism, decentralization, and deterritorialization. Almost
220 years after Carey’s overseas journey, we are living in an era of mind-boggling
shifts and shakes. Today, not only are we going “there” to the mission field, but
“they” are moving—our mission fields are ever-changing. Also, advances in technology have allowed people to live as though they were both “here” and “there”
simultaneously. Furthermore, strides in evangelizing many indigenous (i.e.,
native) groups have changed the face of missions.
Everywhere I go, I see people who come from diverse regions who do not
EMQ October 2014 399

know Jesus Christ. Providentially, God has brought these people within my
reach. It was he who “determined the times set for them and the exact places
where they should live…so that [they] would seek him and perhaps reach out
for him and find him, though he is not far from each one of us” (Acts 17:26-27).
Missions is on the move. People from the regions beyond are now around
us, and migration is predicted to accelerate over the next decade. Just like Carey,
millions of Christ’s ambassadors are boarding ships (i.e., ships on the sea, ships
in the air) to reach other migrants.
In Nagaland, India, I encouraged predominantly Christ-following Nagas to
partner with traditional mission initiatives to reach the religious giants of their
region—the Hindus, Muslims, and Buddhists who immediately surround them.
I also encouraged them to systematically organize, strategize, and train to reach
beyond their region, as the Naga kingdom builders launch as foreign workers
and international students into our borderless world.
I am reminded of my own countrymen, the Filipinos who are leaving our
homeland in droves. In August 2007, Dr. Mary Wilder of Western Seminary said
of the Filipinos, “… 100 years ago, the Filipinos were a mission field. Now, they
are moving out to take their place in missions, reaching around the world in
very creative ways!” Thank God for our missionary heroes who have gone before
to plant the seeds in the regions beyond. Thank God, too, for the opportunities
given to reach the world in alternative and creative ways. What will the mission
field look like in ten or one hundred years? These are exciting times!
Every person (from everywhere) who is outside the kingdom is our priority. Alongside traditional mission strategies, let us use diaspora missiology strategies to
creatively take the whole gospel to the whole world.
Sadiri Joy Tira serves as senior associate for diasporas for the Lausanne Movement and as chair of the Global Diaspora Network. He is
also vice president for Diaspora Missions for Advancing Indigenous Missions (AIM). In 2011, Joy joined the Jaffray Centre for Global Initiatives
at Ambrose University College and Seminary (AUCS) in Canada as a
diaspora missiology specialist.

❝

SEVERAL YEARS AGO, I started reading EMQ and have not stopped. I
consider EMQ one of the most important periodicals I read on a regular basis.
The articles and reviews are relevant, thought provoking, and encouraging.
EMQ does an excellent job striking a balance between the academy and the
field—and this is exactly where mission literature should be!
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—Dr. J. D. Payne, pastor of church multiplication
The Church at Brook Hills, Birmingham, Alabama
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The Great Shift:
Africa in Missions
Lazarus Phiri

H

ISTORY AND THEOLOGY of God’s mission inform the philosophy and practice of mission. Among mission historians,
Andrew Walls is credited with prompting the realization that
the center of gravity for Christian witness has shifted from
the North to the Global South. This missiological phenomenon has
implications for the Global Church today, particularly in Africa.

The perception and appropriation of the shift from North to South ought to
be governed by a sound biblical theology of mission. In his monumental work,
Mission in the Modern World, John Stott states, “Mission arises primarily out of
the nature not of the church but God himself. The living God of the Bible is a
sending God” (1975, 21). Jehovah is a missionary God.
With the reality of this shift, Africa has come into prominence and predicament. Its prominence is seen in the large number of believers on the continent.
Its predicament is perceived in the state and role of the Church, which is both
gaining and losing—gaining in quantity, but seemingly losing in its spiritual
quality. In some ways, African Christianity is becoming a popular religious culture characterized by nominalism, where depth is sacrificed for breadth (scope).
The African Christian brings to the mission world both challenges and contributions. A general understanding of Africa and missions follows.

#1: Faith in Mission
Africa and Africans are notoriously religious. Their faith is typically characterized by vibrancy in worship. They live with little materially, yet they abound
in joy. Their praising of God in song is typically accompanied with dance. They
seem to sing from birth to death. Yet this blessing sometimes seems to lack
depth. The simplicity in song, while providing spontaneity, at times is devoid of
sound biblical worth.
Passion for the gospel and the lost is the mark of the African Christian
experience. Zealous church planters who leave home with little financial supEMQ October 2014 401

port are known to establish multiple churches in rural parts of their own countries. Although at times the African Christian may be limited in biblical knowledge, he or she does not lack in zeal. Indeed, passion for God, God’s word, and
God’s Church is vitally needed in global mission.

#2: Fellowship in Mission
The African Christian tends to have strong family ties and communal sensitivities. African society values and promotes relational priorities, even at the
expense of tasks. An African proverb captures this belief well, “If you want to go
fast, go alone. If you want to go further, go with someone.”
The African desires and nurtures partnership in mission. However, biblical
foundations of partnership (namely, the doctrine of the Body of Christ) need to
be sought and promoted. Mutuality of both benefits and responsibilities need
to be fostered. The desire to enhance relationship at all costs causes some African Christians to compromise dignity and self-worth to win a partner in mission. The pursuit of partnership in mission must embrace God’s intended worth
of humanity both in creation and salvation as vital values. Methods and motives
for partnership must aim to honor and glorify God alone.

#3: Followership in Mission
The prevailing burgeoning of the Church in Africa has numerical significance.
Sometimes, one wonders whether or not the converts are flocking to the centers
of religious affiliation or following Christ. The current image and perception of
the “anointed man of God” carries a messiah complex. This is a title given to
modern charismatic leaders specializing in healing and special revelation. Other
titles include apostle, prophet, and bishop, although these terms do not carry the
traditional biblical understanding.
The propensity for physical healing and material gain is confused for spiritual gain. Where once we heard the clarion gospel call, we are now served with
a miraculous menu, real or fake. Much of an African Christian’s appetite for
the dramatic phenomenon seems insatiable. The transactions include sowing
(investing) before reaping. It resembles the selling in the temples where tables
were overturned in Jesus’ time. The so-called man of God has mediator roles and
abilities to reveal the unknown, at times resembling African traditional superstition. While conservative churches are averse to miracles and spiritual gifts, those
in the modern deliverance movement delve into the arena, at times with little or
no biblical theological understanding.
God might not always receive the glory, either. The cost of disciple-making
focusing on presenting every believer mature in Christ is questionably absent.
There is also the absence of the embrace of God’s sovereignty in suffering and in
want, which is dismissed for low spiritual pursuit.
The survival and propagation of the gospel from the Global South must
revisit the centrality of the gospel and its implication for true spiritual pursuit.
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Above all, Christ (who went about teaching, preaching, and healing the sick)
must forever remain the model for messengers of the gospel from the Global
South.

#4: Fielding in Mission
Another implication for the shift is the demise of a dualistic approach to
mission—namely, sending and receiving entities. It can be attested today that
every continent and context qualifies to send and receive missionaries. Africa
has a similar privilege and responsibility. If the stature of the African Christian
comes as a mixed bag of superficial and mature disciples, then Africa’s contribution to the mission task and provision of gospel bearers raises both great
concern and great celebration.
The African Church must prepare, equip, and nurture its messengers to
meet the needs of a dying and diverse world. Africa and the Global South must
venture out in exploring new mission strategies and structures. While the West
might attempt to form franchises of the old sending mission agencies, Africa
must seek new avenues suitable to its context and culture. Africa must not be
tied to old sending strategies, but be trusted to be guided in new ways of accomplishing God’s mission.

#5: Funding in Mission
Closely related to the question of sending and receiving is the perenniallydebated challenge of dependence, interdependence, and sustainability in mission. Africa must reevaluate the support mechanism of aid and courageously
embrace the responsibility for its indigenous missionaries. The contemporary
funding format with apparent imperialistic tendencies must be subjected to the
biblical body life of the Church, the primary agent of God’s mission. Could the
Church in the Global South recognize that stewardship of local resources should be plowed
back into God’s mission? Would the Church in the North come to realize that all are
blessed to be a blessing without imposing conditions that deprive the dignity of recipients?

What Africa Brings to World Missions
Africa brings a number of gifts to the global mission table.
Learning flair. Within any given country, the African Christian is experienced in multiple languages, learning in multiethnic and multicultural settings.
Therefore, the African Christian’s ability to engage in new environments and
adapt to foreign cultures is a significant resource to global missions.
Simplicity and spiritual flair. Despite the ramifications of globalization, the African milieu remains close to the biblical worldview, which includes
subsistence living, spirit manifestation, and primal (basic) communal lifestyles.
The African Christian reads the Bible with simplicity of belief as the word of
God. The African Church is acquainted with the spiritual world and engages
in spiritual warfare. Included in spiritual warfare is prayer and fasting with
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desperate inclination and faith for miracles.
Linguistic flair. Another asset to global mission would be the variety of
languages for communicating the gospel. The average African is likely to speak
several foreign dialects, such as English, French, Spanish, Portuguese, and Arabic
as his or her second language. Appropriately so, the African’s ability to learn
foreign languages adds to the chest of tools for mission engagement. This would
be a huge saving and needed investment in global mission.
Multi-religious flair. The African Church resembles the Asian Church in
its interaction with non-Christian religions. The African Church has experienced
and can train others in living mutually with militant Islam, with its blessings
and burdens. In its experience of extended family, one sibling might belong to
a different religion, yet they will co-exist. Inter-religious dialogue as a means of
gospel propagation can be exploited by such virtues in global mission.
Diaspora flair. The world is replete with Africans in diaspora, immigrant
workers, foreign students, and economic and socio-political refugees. Like the
unprecedented Philippines mission in diaspora, Africans have gone where
traditional mission structures would not have sent or accommodated them. A
cursory observation of world Christianity attests to the fact that some of the largest churches in Europe are pastored by African Christians.
Given the rightful space and opportunity, African Christians can provide
much-needed, conservative, biblical, ethical leadership to the Global Church.
Some apparent debatable ethical issues in the West are standard expectations
and procedures in the Church of the Global South.
Africa has always been in the plans and purposes of God in his mission. In
biblical times, Africa was a refuge and a rescuer of the early exodus of God’s
chosen people, through whom God manifested his glory. In God’s redemption
plan, Africans were recipients present at both the crucifixion and the day of
Pentecost, thus propagators of the gospel. Early Church fathers were comprised
of African forerunners who shaped the theology of both that day and now. Today, the African Church is poised to join the ranks of the faithful in obedience
to participate in God’s mission.
Reference
Stott, R W John. 1975. Christian Mission in the Modern World. Downers Grove, Ill.:
InterVarsity Press.
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Participation in God’s
Mission: Learning
to Shine like Stars
C. Rosalee Velloso Ewell

A

BUSINESS WOMAN, a jailer for the empire, and an
ex-slave girl: these are three of the founding members of
the congregation in Philippi, the first European church. It
was hardly a promising beginning by most standards of
contemporary church planting. Yet through this motley crew, God’s
Spirit worked and the Apostle Paul’s letter to them points us today
in the direction that Christians worldwide must go if we are to be
witnesses to Christ in the most diverse contexts.

The Book of Philippians gives us a framework within which to consider the
future of Christian mission and some of the challenges the Church will face
during the next decade. As the saying goes, there is nothing new under the sun,
and in a sense, this is also true for Christian mission. Yet while new trends might
not be so “new” after all, God’s word shows us that certain issues are no less
urgent, no less necessary to understand, and no less noble as we seek faithfully
to embody God’s reign on earth.
The stories of Paul in Philippi and of the issues that little church faced are
stories for our churches today. God’s call on them is God’s call on us. In particular, it is worth noting three main themes.
#1: There are challenges with witnessing to Christ in multi-religious
and multi-ethnic settings. Philippi was a small Rome, a place that thrived on
the diversity of its people, and whose inhabitants came from all over the empire
seeking fame and fortune, or as slaves and manual laborers, forced participants
in the games of power played by others.
With both Roman and Greek inhabitants, Philippi was a city of many gods
and many customs, many cultures, and the ever present emperor worship that
was demanded of all throughout the empire. There, those first Christians had
to learn both how to grow in their own faith and how to be neighbors to the
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people around them.
Increasingly today, Christians find themselves aliens within their own culture, surrounded by other faiths or ideologies or practices that challenge the
integrity of our own convictions. And many live in contexts of religious persecution and danger. Thus, learning to witness to Christ in the way of Jesus is fundamental if we are to be faithful participants in God’s mission. We are not called to
control, manipulate, or give into the pressures of society around us. Instead, we
are called to live in such a way that the world will know about Jesus.
In the diversity of our contexts, a fundamental task of Christian mission must
be to empower the Church to be a people of integrity and simplicity, standing
firm in our convictions of faith, yet at the same time learning to love our (very
different) neighbors and enemies just as Jesus called us to do.
#2: The gospel disturbs the powers—political, social, and economic.
When the gospel is lived and preached, it will upset the powers of this world. We
should expect this because we live in a world where other lords and gods claim
our loyalty and our attention.
One such god, both in Philippi and today, is money and wealth. Paul and

Can the Church be faithful in its witness
without disturbing the status quo? Probably not.
Silas were put into prison in Philippi because in liberating the slave girl from
the demon they had taken away the cash source for her owners. The accusation
brought against them in court was that they were disturbing the social norms,
advocating customs that upset the status quo (see Acts 16:16ff).
Can the Church be faithful in its witness without disturbing the status quo?
Probably not. Are we willing to pay the price, as did Paul and Silas, for the radical nature of the gospel we bring? Issues like slavery and human trafficking, the
arms trade, corruption, and economic injustice are all aspects of the world in
which we live that demand Christians take action. Embodying the gospel and
bringing God’s justice to bear upon such issues is bound to encounter opposition, yet if we do not embody such good news, we fail to be the people God has
called us to be and we fail to be participants in the mission of God.
#3: We need to overcome our differences for the sake of the gospel.
Whether the context is an oppressive and threatening culture (as was the case for
the Christians in Philippi) or a culture in which Christians find themselves in
the majority, divisions among us are a death sentence for witness and mission.
Paul’s letter to the Philippians is a letter of joy and hope, yet even there, the
apostle shows how the disagreements in that community were deeply hurting
the message of the gospel: “Be of the same mind… work out your salvation with
fear and trembling… do not murmur or argue…” he pleaded. Ambition and
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conceit, the desire for power and control, are temptations for Christians in all
times and places. Paul’s challenge to the Philippians ought to serve as a loud
wake-up call for the Church today—if we are not willing to work out our differences according to the gospel, to show and to receive grace and forgiveness to a
brother or sister, or to another congregation, we should not expect to be good
witnesses for Jesus.
Paul’s demand for Christian unity is not a superficial call or an ideal set up
for another time—it is not unity for unity’s sake, but unity for the sake and
integrity of the gospel we bear. Our participation in God’s mission depends on
how we learn to get along and to show the world an alternative way of being
that embodies Christ. As Paul tells the Philippians, if we practice these things
(e.g., not arguing, gossiping, or murmuring), God promises to be faithful and
to enable us to “shine like stars in this dark world” (cf. Phil. 2:12-15). Can there
be a more beautiful image for Christian mission?
C. Rosalee Velloso Ewell is executive director of the Theological
Commission for the World Evangelical Alliance. She is a Brazilian
theologian from São Paulo, currently living in the United Kingdom
with her husband and three kids. Rosalee has a MA from Fuller
Seminary and a PhD from Duke University. She teaches and writes
in the areas of evangelism, biblical theology, urban mission, and interfaith relations.

❝

FOR THIRTY-NINE YEARS, I have read, enjoyed, and applied the
accumulated knowledge and insight from the editors and contributors
of EMQ. I could not imagine my work in missions without its help. Each
issue is like a mini missiological conference four times a year. EMQ helps
me evaluate trends from the past and helps me forecast to the future. Its
practitioner focus is difficult to find anywhere else.
— Dr. Brent Lindquist, president, Link Care Center
global learning architect, Crosswired.net

....

EMQ HAS BEEN CONTRIBUTING to my ongoing understanding of the world and God at work in the world since I received a year’s
subscription after attending Urbana 1973. The combination of in-depth
articles by on-field practitioners with reflections and reviews by scholarly
missiologists consistently sets EMQ apart from other resources. I thank
God for the education it has provided.

❞

—Paul Borthwick, mission consultant
Development Associates International
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Navigating Post-Christendom
Cultures: The Future of
Mission in North America
David Fitch

T

HERE WAS ONCE A TIME in North America when “mission”
referred to something Christians “did” in foreign countries.
We, the local church, would call ourselves the “home church”
or the “sending church.” We would raise up leaders, train
them, prepare them with language and other cross-cultural skills, provide funds for them, and formally send them overseas as missionaries.

We would then hold mission “conferences” celebrating what God was doing
around the world as we sent missionaries to foreign lands. We would come and
hear stories of God working on the mission “field.” People in our country, so we
thought, had all had the chance to hear the gospel.
We would emphasize the need to reach “unreached nations” that had never
had the opportunity to hear the gospel. This was the golden age of North American missions, the church world of fifty years ago, the year of the founding of
EMQ. Few people back then could have imagined that just a few generations
later, the local church would be sitting in the middle of a mission field, the postChristendom places of North America.
Much has changed since those days. North America looks more and more
like a post-Christian place (unless you’re in the American South). Churches are
shrinking in terms of numbers and influence. Many denominations are withering. There has been a significant ingathering of what is left of Christians into
large mega-churches.
But as a result, some complain that the “consumerist” mindset of the American Church has sapped it of sacrificial commitment towards world missions.
Add to this, the secularization of North America.
In large parts of North America, there is not only a new public ignorance or
casual disregard of Christianity, but there is a disdain for Christianity and its
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perceived record of judgementalism and divisiveness within the culture. Christianity is no longer the consensus religion it once was in the West. Certainly, the
statistics are debatable. And the degree to which these cultural conditions are
entrenched varies from place to place.
But few doubt that we are living in an increasingly post-Christendom North
America. Although statistics vary, if continental Europe is known for ten percent church attendance on any given Sunday, and Canada twenty percent, the
United States is at forty percent and heading further in the direction of Canada
and Europe (see Pew Research Center 2013; Dickerson 2013; Fitch 2011, xii-xiv;
Comiskey 2005, chp. 1). North America is fast becoming a mission field with
the distinct characteristics of post-Christendom.
For many then, the local “home” church finds itself in a mission situation. It
has no choice: it must engage in mission locally or die. We must surely continue
mission work to other countries, but it will not be unilateral “from us to them.”

We must renew our focus on mission
in our own backyard and see our work overseas
as a partnership we are in together.
In fact, there are many of the diaspora who have come to us and who live with
and among us who are natural partners in mission. We are collaborators learning from each other. We are, after all, as much in need of mission here in the
West as these other places. We must renew our focus on mission in our own
backyard and see our work overseas as a partnership we are in together.
How might we diagnose these socio-cultural changes in our places of ministry? And
what do these changes mean for how we practice being Christ’s Church today in North
America? How might the Church in North America respond in mission to these new
cultural challenges of post Christendom?

Diagnosing the Shifts: Three Posts
These cultural shifts can be summarized in the form of three “posts.” The prefix “post” indicates “after.” In what follows, I use “post” to talk about the sociocultural conditions of the past that the local church once depended on in order
to organize its life together. But now, “after” Christendom, these conditions no
longer exist and our church organizations therefore no longer make sense. We
must diagnose whether and how much these transitions are taking place in the
context where we minister. Each of these three posts helps us to discern the
cultural shifts and respond to them if we wish to engage the local context for
mission (cf. Fitch and Holsclaw 2013, 1-15).
#1: Post-attractional. In Christendom, there was a societal orbit around
the church building. In the words of Alan Hirsch, there once was a strong “inEMQ October 2014 409

drag” to the church on Sunday morning in our culture (2009, 61). Picture, if
you will, the piazzas of medieval Italy, where the town’s streets all led to the
cathedral and it was here that all of life, including market exchanges, took place.
Likewise, in North America it used to be that the stores closed on Sunday and
people went to church. Sports programs were put on hold until morning church
was over.
But in the new cultures of post-Christendom, the vestiges of that orbit have
all but disappeared. The attractional dynamic toward church has shifted. Many
people no longer think of church first on Sunday morning. Indeed, church is
not even the first place many people go for spiritual counsel.
Instead, people seeking spiritual guidance turn to the therapist’s office, the
Oprah show, or even the local bookstore. The church therefore can no longer
organize itself in mission expecting people to come to it for Sunday services,
Bible studies, or even basketball clinics. Having an event at the church building
might even foster suspicion and keep people away.
To diagnose this post, leaders should look for sociological patterns around
them. Are the stores closed on Sundays? Do little league baseball teams avoid playing

The church can no longer organize
itself in mission expecting people to come to
it for Sunday services, Bible studies, or
even basketball clinics.
their games on Sunday morning? Are Sunday services listed in the newspaper? A yes to
any of these questions suggest one is still living in Christendom. A no suggests
the shift is underway.
#2: Post-positional. In Christendom, the church inherently carried respect.
People looked to the church/clergy as an authority. Authority was hierarchical,
vested in the office. People in and out of church instinctively respected that. In the
aftermath of Christendom, however, all authority must be earned relationally. The
exception to this is in businesses/corporations where the expert is still looked up
to and the CEO must be respected because he or she signs the paychecks.
But in post-Christendom, it is only well-trained Christians who heed the
voice of the singular hierarchical leader. In the surrounding community, the
church can no longer trade on the respect of the church’s voice in the community to speak into a community’s social problems or moral conflicts. Today, a
pastor showing up at a local school board quoting the Bible about “sex education” probably hurts his or her cause as opposed to helping it.
To diagnose this post, leaders should look for cultural patterns of the way
authority works in their communities. Do civic meetings/sports events start with
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prayer? When there is a controversial moral issue in town (with the schools) who is
consulted, who is excluded?
#3: Post-universal (language). In Christendom, there was a general fluency in the Christian language within society. Even the most secularized of folks
still went to church on Christmas and Easter. The Christian language, including
the core understanding of the Christian story, was still part of North American
culture. The word “sin” was still known. And even if Jesus was not followed,
most people still knew and accepted the orthodox view of Jesus being very God
and very man.
Today, this general fluency is almost gone in post-Christendom. These theological assumptions are not a given. Many know of the historical Jesus, but few
recognize that he was God the Son, the redeemer of the world. There is not even
a common rationality from which to explain and reason about who Jesus is.
And so most of our evangelistic strategies that depend on the Christian backstory no longer connect with the average person in the street. What we discover
is, even if someone does understand our words, he or she reacts negatively because he or she hears our words with negative cultural baggage attached to them.
To diagnose this post in your context, leaders should look for linguistic factors around them. Ask people around the church whether they understand the word
“sin,” what they think of when they hear the word, and what emotions come forth. Ask,
“Who do you think Jesus was?”

The Missional Church’s Response
Each one of these posts calls for a response from churches. If indeed we are
living post these conditions, then we must discern the ways we have organized
church life based on these conditions that no longer exist. We must discern
ways of being God’s people in mission where people no longer come to church,
respect a pastor because he or she is a pastor, believe something because it is in
the Bible, or understand our language. I suggest three responses.
#1: Incarnational. Instead of depending on people coming to us, let our
churches instead develop practices of inhabiting our neighborhoods, identifying
with the hurting and living among our neighbors. Think of the way God came to
us in his Son, in our skin, inhabiting a particular context, speaking a particular
language, doing the things people did in Nazareth as part of his everyday life.
Instead of fashioning services to attract people to come to us, let us go and
enter our neighborhoods being present “with” our neighbors, listening patiently long enough to discern what God is doing there so as to proclaim the gospel
in ways people can hear, understand, and receive as good news. This means we
must develop practices of presence as part of our church life.
When Jesus sent the seventy to proclaim the gospel of the kingdom in the
villages, he sent them with no money to go eat and be with the people (Luke
10). Let us likewise stop trying to attract people to come to us. Let us find ways
and learn practices that place us in the middle of everyday life in the cities,
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neighborhoods, suburban subdivisions, and rural towns where we minister.
#2: In humility. Instead of depending on the church’s inherent power in a
community, let us instead enter the surrounding community humbly in service.
Instead of taking the posture of power in our communities, let us remember the
way God came to us in the Son—although being equal with God, he did not
count his divinity something to be held onto. Instead, he “emptied himself, taking the form of a servant” (Phil. 2:7).
Likewise, let us enter the world recognizing God is at work in the world and
he is “with” his people. Let us recognize that Jesus is Lord of the world and that
he goes “with” us (Matt. 28:18-20). Instead of doing basketball programs in our
church’s gyms on our own terms, let us serve with love, prayer, and the gospel as
coaches in the neighborhood gyms. Let us open up the spaces for God to work
in and through our presence there in Christ. Let us refuse to enter a place coercively seeking a pre-conceived agenda.
Instead, let us respond to what God is doing among a people always ready to
facilitate reconciliation, share healing, and proclaim the gospel under his Lordship as the Holy Spirit prompts out of everyday service.
#3: Embodied witness. Instead of using our own language that we have
communicated with among ourselves for years, let us embody everything we
seek to communicate in a way of life before a watching world. Let us recognize
that language requires a context, a way of life in which it makes sense. Language
does not merely represent a reality; it is an expression of a reality from which it
can make sense.
To understand the words “Jesus is Lord” requires knowing the whole story of
God in the Bible. It also requires understanding the way this affirmation transforms the way we live. We therefore must live the salvation in a way that makes
sense of our language for people outside Christ. Instead of crafting evangelism
tracts and strategies with a prepackaged gospel that assumes we know what people are going through and the questions they are asking, let us live the gospel so
compellingly that people come to us asking us to “account for the hope that is in
us” (1 Pet. 3:15).

Conclusion
If today’s Church finds itself in these new post-Christendom places, then
the Church must change its posture in them. We must reshape our practices of
church via a posture of incarnation, humble service, and embodied witness. By
being present, we must open up spaces in the places where we live for God’s
activity to be recognized and invited into (cf. Fitch and Holsclaw 2013).
This is the posture of mission in North America. We will not forsake foreign
missions. Indeed, there is a new need to partner with our co-laborers around the
world for God’s global mission in which we now see ourselves as full participants. Through partnership, we share and learn together out of a new mutuality
that enriches our lives in mission around the world.
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From our new posture in our own culture, from this new place of inhabiting
God’s mission, mission goes from being a tired program run by tired committees to being who we are as God’s people. It is our very calling until he comes. It
is the future of mission in North America.
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❝

BY GOD'S GRACE, and with the help of many dedicated mission
agency leaders, EMQ accomplished and continues to accomplish something
new and vital for the world mission enterprise. EMQ has become a
powerful unifying force in the world mission community, offering practical
insights into contemporary field issues and needs. Readers like being part
of a worldwide company and value learning from the insights of fellow
missionaries, regardless of where they work or to whom they belong.
—Jim Reapsome, former editor (1964-1997), EMQ

....

I HAVE BEEN SUBSCRIBING TO EMQ over the past thirty-five
years and it never disappoints. It keeps me in tune with what others are
thinking across a wide span of relevant mission topics. The “in-the-trenches” authors bring colorful and insightful information to light that can’t be
caught in a classroom. It continues to be an easy resource to access for missional, ongoing learning.

❞

— Dr. Marvin J. Newell, senior vice president, Missio Nexus
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Editor's note: The infographic on page 415 depicts mission and global statistics
over the 50-year lifespan of EMQ. Here are some of the highlights across those five
decades.

Missiographic: 50 Years of EMQ:
A Decade by Decade Overview
Stan Nussbaum and James Nelson
1964-1974 | Separating Mission from Colonialism
As most remaining colonies were becoming independent countries, missionaries were handing mission property and church governance over to local control.
They were also breaking old habits of cultural colonialism and taking a more
appreciative look at local cultures. Raymond Buker (“The Missionary and Culture,” October 1964) pointed to the ambiguous relationship between gospel
and culture: “Although the Gospel does not change, it is very versatile.” Fifty
years later, we are still working to fully unpack that statement.

1974-1984 | Affirming Mission in a Post-colonial Era
Did mission die out with the colonial era? Some in the ecumenical mission world were saying “yes” to this question. In 1974, the ten-day Lausanne
Congress gave a thundering “no.” Under the leadership of John Stott and Billy
Graham, the Congress of 2,430 delegates produced the Lausanne Covenant and
launched the Lausanne Committee for World Evangelization. Expanding on his
“E-3” evangelism concept (January 1974), Ralph Winter called for a major shift
in mission conceptualization from nation states to people groups. The October
1974 EMQ reflected on the Lausanne event and its call to mission action. Mission was affirmed as a biblical mandate and therefore a continuing responsibility for the Church until Christ’s return.

1984-1994 | Increasing Attention to “Unreached Peoples,” Cities, Muslims, and Holism/Justice
Work done in the previous decade on defining post-colonial mission was
expanded in several directions. Jim Reapsome wrote, “In the last decade what
might be called the ‘unreached people groups’ strategy has shaken the missions
community to the core” (January 1984). But he took an EMQ approach to it,
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thoroughly assessing its pros and cons rather than jumping on the bandwagon.
Harvie Conn (October 1984) called for attention to burgeoning cities, moaning
that “…the evangelical church finds itself hampered by an anti-urban bias fed
by mythologies of the past” when mission work meant rural work. Articles by
Greg Livingston (July 1986) and Phil Parshall (July 1985) raised the profile of
missions among Muslims. Jon Bonk (October 1984) raised the issue of missionary affluence and lifestyle, citing a list of recent books on this theme. All these
discussions continue to the present, particularly the one on holism.

1994-2004 | Internationalizing Mission Agencies
Already in April 1984 in an interview about EMQ’s first twenty years, Wade
Coggins had identified “the rise of mission agencies and missionaries in Africa,
Asia, and Latin America” as the most significant change in mission since 1964.
In the October 1994 EMQ, Vinoth Ranachandra pled for Western workers to be
“accountable primarily to the national church leaders,” and Brad Walz highlighted the need to develop a sending vision among national churches. David
Zac Niringiye (January 1995) sketched the prospects for Africa, many of which
were realities by the end of the decade. Partnership was constantly discussed and
queried from all angles (e.g., “Western-National Church Partnerships: Are They
Really a Good Idea?” October 2004).

2004-2014 | Contextualizing Mission and Church
Having “kicked off public debate on how far contextualization has gone, is
going and will probably continue to go” in a 1998 issue featuring John Travis’ “C1
to C6 Spectrum,” EMQ revisited the topic in its July 2004 issue. Parshall wrote
about seven touch point issues, including how “Son of God” would be translated—a centerpiece of the insider-movement debates to come. Contextualization
was the hottest issue of the decade, not least because it raised the question of what
“theology” is and whether a Western approach to theology is the same thing as a
biblical approach. Colin Andrews suggested, “We need to move away from theology and toward theologies” (“Contextualization in a Glocalizing World,” January
2009). This takes us full circle to 1964 asking, Just how versatile is the gospel?
Does it have to change in order to stay ‘the same’ in a new context?
CREDIT: Infographic by www.missiographics.com, a service of Global Mapping International
(GMI).

Stan Nussbaum (left) is staff missiologist for GMI Research Services
since 1993 and author of A Reader’s Guide to Transforming Mission
(Orbis). He has field experience in Lesotho and England. James Nelson
(pseudonym) is vice president of research with GMI, senior research associate for Fruitful Practice Research, and mission research consultant for Missio
Nexus. Author of Crossing Cultures with Ruth (GMI 2014), James has
served as a fieldworker and business creator in Southeast Asia.
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N

EW MOVEMENTS TO JESUS are springing
up across the Islamic world—a cultural sphere
historically impervious to biblical faith. Some
Muslims are encouraged to remain “inside”
their socio-religious communities as “Muslim Followers
of Christ” (MFCs). I find myself joyous about these reports, but also cautious about the missiological rationale
behind them.1

I am no stranger to the challenges of gospel contextualization.
My family and I lived many years in a sensitive Islamic context. I
understand the issues and dangers Muslim background believers
face. Nevertheless, insider missiology raises unsettling questions.
When I began to really consider this, I realized that I wasn’t just
reacting to one thing, but to many things.
On closer examination, insider missiology and movements
(IM) are like a fiberoptic cable: Multiple theological threads are
bundled together to present a singular case for retaining Muslim
identity. This complicates the theological assessment of what IM
advocates “say.”
Similarly, our own presuppositions and beliefs function like
ocular “lenses” or photographic “filters.” This affects the clarity of what we “see.” Following that line, I have identified nine
theological lenses by which to see inside insider missiology. The
lenses help us understand and evaluate IM along a spectrum of
evangelical faith (see the Nine Theological Lenses chart on pages
422-423 for a helpful synopsis). Admittedly, the nine topics are
broad and this treatment brief. Sincere believers hold a range of
positions on each issue.

Spirit active throughout history
Wisdom, tradition (creeds, councils, theologies)
Faithfulness
“Faith once delivered”

Doing Theology

History

Conversion-Initiation

Islam

Other Religions

Universal truths
Western theological tradition
“Pilgrim Principle”
Discontinuity
Exclusivism, Radical disjunction
“Islam”
Hisotrically essentialized
“Muslims”
Islamic tradition
Event
Believing, behaving, belonging
Bounded Set
People of God
Clear in/out markers of identity

Spirit active now in local context
New insights & expressions
Freedom
“A new thing”

Local (contextual) theologies
Theologies from majority world
church
“indigenizing Principle”

Continuity
Fulfillment

“Islams” (lower case, plural)
Culturally imbedded
“muslims”
Which Islam? Whose Islam?

Process
Belonging, behaving, believing
Centered Set
Kingdom of God
Moving towards Christ
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Lens 1: Church
A major underpinning of IM theory and practice involves conceptions of
what it means to be and do “church.”
At the minimalist end, IM advocates emphasize the spiritual and ecclesial
DNA within the smallest communal structure: “two or three gathered together
in my name” (Matt. 18:20). In this view, believers who gather around the
word, Lordship, and Spirit of Christ essentially have all they need to develop
in faith and practice, Christlikeness, and witness. This side of the spectrum values simplicity, freedom, and informality. The movements are carried forward
by small voluntary groups, meetings in houses, low-level leaders, and vibrant
inner faith rather than superimposed concepts, structures, and organization.
At the other end of the spectrum, a traditional view values the word rightly preached and ordinances rightly administered. Additional criteria include
church order, discipline, and leadership, among others.
Many historical precedents link gospel breakthrough with tensions over
church structures, polity, doctrine, spirituality, practice, and engagement with
society. Today, Muslim background churches in Iran and Algeria follow patterns that Western and Middle Eastern churches would recognize. Among insider believers in Indonesia and Bangladesh, the house church model predominates.

Lens 2: Authority
A second lens involves the related concept of authority. How are decisions
made about doctrine and practice? In a pioneer context, who decides? Theoretically, the answer is local believers. Early literature on contextualization was
faulted for overemphasizing the missionary’s role. Today, there is welcome
sensitivity to issues of power and process.
IM situates the processes of biblical reflection and theologizing in the new
faith communities, based on the latter’s own understanding—however limited
at a given point in time—of the word of God: “Give them the Bible and the
Spirit, and leave them alone (with or without a little coaching)—they’ll work
it out!”
Across the spectrum, no one denies the “priesthood of all believers.” All
recognize local assemblies are growing toward maturity. Similarly, scripture is
the final authority for faith and practice.
But IM tends to emphasize the local discovery and application of biblical
truth, while the other side adds the discernment and impartation of biblical
truth (and warnings about error) by those who embody the Church’s teaching
ministry.
This is not about pedagogy. Both utilize “discovery” methods. The question
is the manner by which the broader Church, through its mission to the nations, functions today as a faithful “steward of the mysteries of God” (1 Cor.
4:1).
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One side draws energy and its very identity from apostolic mandates to
“command and teach these things” (Col. 4:11) and “…admonishing and
teaching everyone with all wisdom, so that we may present every one perfect
in Christ” (Col. 1:28-29). Outside resources are considered assets for growth
and local decisions about contextual issues.
To what degree should the wisdom and representatives of the historic and
Global Church inform insider theologizing and decision-making?

Lens 3: Culture
A third lens involves the relationship between the gospel and culture.
Richard Niebuhr set out five positions: the Christ “of” culture, “against” culture, “over” or “in paradox with” culture, and “transforming” culture (1956).
Niebuhr’s schema provides another useful way to view IM. Jesus followers
wearing a “Muslim” social identity follow a Christ “of” culture, whose followers “remain in the situation they were in when God called them” (1 Cor. 7:20).
IM advocates the continuity of socio-religious identity. Acts 15 is a hermeneutical guide and paradigm; Gentiles need not be “circumcised” and become
Jews.
These “Jesus movements” are viewed hopefully as “salt and light” transforming culture—including socio-religious structures and social networks—
from within. Gospel meaning can be ascribed to almost any form, including
religious forms, except those that specifically contradict scripture.
Critics of IM represent alternative views of engagement with culture.
Christ’s Lordship leads to a radical break with the past, not the retention of a
system tainted by sin and darkness. Salvation “rescue(s) us from the dominion of darkness” and brings us “into the Kingdom of the Son he loves” (Col.
1:13-14).
Importantly, this “rescue” has visible relational consequences beyond inner
conversion or ethical change. Identity in Christ involves a new social identity
among Jews and Gentiles, and vis-à-vis the world. Most markers of identity
with the Muslim ummah (community) are eschewed, in favor of a new identity in Christ and with his people. This identity is visible, if not always socially
viable without persecution (cf. 1 Pet. 5:16).
Our understanding of the complex relation between “Christ and culture”
affects our openness to Jesus movements embedded, to one degree or another,
within Muslim cultures. We need not choose one model. The church needs
multiple responses, shaped by “the concrete historical circumstances in which
Christians find themselves” (Carson 2008, 65).

Lens 4: Holy Spirit
A fourth theological presupposition involves the Holy Spirit. Advocates defend IM as a sovereign work of the Spirit in our day, leading Muslims to Christ
through signs, dreams, visions, and unusual means.
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The wind “blows where it wills.” Yes, it’s messy, and may appear chaotic.
But give it time and trust his Lordship and things will (surely and eventually)
work out.
In this, we hear echoes of the compulsion that took the Apostle Peter across
cultural frontiers. “The Spirit bade me go” (Acts 11:12). Indeed, insider missiology represents a call to the Church to discern, embrace, and rejoice in the
out-of-the-box work of God’s Spirit among Muslim “cousins” now following
Christ.
Detractors or doubters have been likened to Judaizers of Acts, and charged
with hindering Gentiles (Muslims) from coming to Christ by faith alone, apart
from religious markers associated with Christianity. If the Spirit is moving, we
should not hamper innovation or field initiatives. Nor do we have the right to
impose our views on them.
Critics point out, however, that appointed leadership, ministries, the
Church’s accumulated wisdom, and insights from Global Christianity are likewise works of the Holy Spirit in and for the Body of Christ (Eph. 4:11-12). To
minimize these spiritual channels also risks “quenching” the Spirit.
All along the spectrum, then, believers are open, but to different dimensions of the Spirit’s work. The challenge is for everyone to have “ears to hear
what the Spirit is saying to the churches” today (Rev. 2:7).

Lens 5: History
IM advocates emphasize the activity of the Spirit in the eschatological now.
IM represents a kairos moment in two ways: (1) at the macro level, in the 1,400year history of the Muslim-Christian encounter, and (2) at the micro level of
gospel breakthroughs in specific contexts. Both are contrasted with years of unfruitfulness or resistance.
Advocates compare IM to the gospel’s breakout from Jewish soil into the Hellenistic cultural sphere. Again, Acts 15 (esp. v. 19) is used as a template and “globalizing hermeneutic” (Strong and Strong 2006): Muslim followers of Christ
should have the freedom to retain their socio-religious identity with minimal
cultural imposition.
But history is a two-edged sword. Observers argue that we must honor the
Spirit’s activity in the Church historic. Even notoriously independent evangelicals retain the Nicene Creed as a “plumb line” of orthodoxy.
Note that both sides use history, but in different ways. IM advocates argue
that diversity of belief and practice, and the danger of syncretism, are normal—a
natural consequence of the messy-but-mighty historical expansion of the faith.
The fact of theological heterodoxy and its cultural roots are justification for tolerance today.
The other side uses history to defend orthodoxy and truth as normative—in
order to resist the slippery slope of syncretism, cultural relativism, and even
heresy.
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Lens 6: Doing Theology
The center of gravity of Christian faith today is in the Global South, where
the majority of Christians live. This demographic shift has theological implications.
Accordingly, this lens involves how we conceive of “doing theology” in the
twenty-first century. As Timothy Tennent observes, not only is Global Christianity “influencing what constitutes normative Christianity,” but “the universal
truths of the gospel are being revisited and retold in new, global contexts”
(2007, xviii, 2 ).
Those leaning toward IM encourage local (or contextual) theologies. However, beginning with context, rather than text, makes those schooled in the traditional curriculum of today’s seminaries nervous. These voices decry a kind of
“anthropological captivity of missiology” and reaffirm doctrine, propositional
truth, and the “transcendent message” of the gospel.2
Situating IM within Global Christianities and post-colonial theologizing
puts tensions in perspective. Tennent advises us to find a “proper balance,”
affirming the universal truths of the gospel for all peoples in all places and
times, while remaining open to new insights into gospel truth as the word
takes root and bears fruit in new soil (2007, 13).

Lens 7: Other Religions
Christians who affirm the uniqueness of Christ have different attitudes and
approaches toward non-Christian religions, and the continuity or discontinuity between them. On one side of the spectrum, Christian faith is regarded as
the fulfillment of the highest aspirations of other traditions. Elements of culture and religion function as a divine “preparation for the gospel” preceding
the arrival of missionaries (cf. Sanneh 2009, 191ff). It has been said, “Christ
does not arrive as a stranger to any culture.”
For IM proponents, this theological lens includes three sociological corollaries, related to boundaries, religion, and identity. First, IM tends to reject
the “boundaries” commonly associated with faith communities. Second, “religion” is considered a human construct, and contrasted with “kingdom.”
This then allows for the reframing of “identity”: A “Jesus follower” can
remain inside his or her former religion and socio-religious community, as
both are transcended by kingdom identity. For some IM advocates, the goal is
broader still: not “inculturation,” but “inreligionization”—the transformation
of other religions from within.
In contrast, critics assert radical (if not total) discontinuity, and a clear line of
distinction between Christianity and other religions (Singh 2010, 234). Following Christ provides a collective “memory” and common “adoptive past” transcending a local or cultural sphere (Walls 1996, 9).
E. Stanley Jones (1925, 59) confidently predicted, “Christianity is actually
breaking out beyond the borders of the Christian Church and is being seen in
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most unexpected places.” That is certainly true in the Muslim world. To what
degree can the Church function as the moral and spiritual center of this “overflowing Christianity” (1925, 69)?

Lens 8: Islam
Understandings of Islam (and Muslims) appear to address the heart of the
divide. Martin Accad contends, “Your view of Islam will affect your attitude
to Muslims. Your attitude will, in turn, influence your approach to ChristianMuslim interaction, and that approach will affect the ultimate outcome of
your presence as a witness among Muslims” (2012, 31).
One dichotomy is represented by the contrast between Islam as a unifying
essence across diverse social, intellectual, and historical realities and Islam
as social phenomenon uniquely embedded in local contexts. Traditional approaches tend to be textual (Qur’an, Hadith). Islam is studied developmentally as a historical and theological tradition.
The anthropological approach to Islam emerged in the 1970s and 1980s,
utilizing social science methodologies to explore “everyday Islam,” “lived Islam,” and “Islam in local contexts.” There are many “islams” with a small “i”;
the emphasis is on unique regional and local expressions.
Phrased another way, the dichotomy is between “Muslims”—with a core
tradition, way of believing, thinking, behaving, etc. despite disparities of culture—and “muslims” (lower case), including “cultural muslims,” whose religious identity is locally, ethnically, and culturally constructed. The latter is
favored by IM activists. Theoretically, this leaves room for newly-constructed
expressions of Muslimness such as “Muslim Followers of Christ.”
Since Islam is presented through different voices and groups, John Esposito
(1998, xx) urges us to ask, “Which Islam?” and “Whose Islam?”
In reality, the “universalistic and particularistic strains” of Islam are “in dynamic tension with each other” (Eickelman 1995, 342). At the extremes, one
side smoothes out ethnographic particularities, and the other sacralizes the local. Scholar-practitioners must learn to move beyond stereotypes and rigid positions to appreciate this “dynamic tension.”

Lens 9: Conversion-Initiation
The final theological lens is conversion or the “conversion-initiation” process
(Dunn 1970). In the social sciences, “conversion” refers to a complex of cognitive-emotional-religious meanings associated with personal change. “Initiation” involves elements and behaviors related to recruitment, participation, and
belonging to a new social group or movement. At issue is the process of how
Muslims come to faith and begin to follow Christ as members of his people.
Traditionally, conversion-initiation has clear markers of faith and belonging.
In Acts, this includes repentance, faith, water baptism, Spirit baptism, and incorporation into the church (Dunn 1970).
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In IM, external markers are de-emphasized. Paul Hiebert’s (1994) analogy
from set theory is often cited. Viewed as a bounded set, the church has boundaries; people know who is “in” or “out.” Hiebert proposed seeing the believing
community as a centered set, focusing not on boundaries, but on the center,
namely, Christ. The direction of the arrow is critical—toward or away from Jesus, not distance from or relation to a boundary. Thus, for IM, process and faith
as a journey are central.
The conversion-initiation lens highlights a related theological issue. In the
New Testament, spiritual union and reconciliation in Christ have intrinsic social
implications (see Constantineanu 2010).
Can one argue for the liberty of MFC’s to retain “Muslim” identity (cf. Acts
15:7-11), but find it inconvenient for them to identify publicly with “Christians”— due to the consequences or social stigma in the eyes of their own people? Peter tried it (cf. Gal. 2:11-14) and was rebuked by Paul. Relationships potentially reveal, or veil, the reality of a redeemed humanity. Andrew Walls states
it this way: “The shared table was the acid test” (1996, 78).

Conclusion
Multiple theological presuppositions lie at the heart of insider missiology. The nine background beliefs discussed here comprise an array of “talking
points” for further dialogue and critique.
How we view one or another element in this set of interrelated issues influences what we see when we look inside insider movements, and affects our
judgment of what is true, right, acceptable, and biblical about this contentious
subject.
My aim is not to argue for or against IM. I have risked over-simplification and
false dichotomies in order to encourage more nuanced analysis and acceptance
of others with positions across the evangelical spectrum.
Regrettably, alertness to nuance and a willingness to test one’s position
against other evidence are difficult qualities to cultivate in the world of missions, where pragmatics (“What works?”) can trump diagnostics (“What’s really
going on here?”), and biblical hermeneutics can become the handmaiden of
our own cherished presumptions.
To bridge the divide on Muslim contextualization, we must think biblically
and critically, even as we make space for new believers from a Muslim heritage
who join us in singing a “new song” to the Lamb of God.
Endnotes
1. A fuller version of this article is available in the International Journal for Frontier Missiology (forthcoming, www.ijfm.org).
2. See e.g., www.BiblicalMissiology.com/ and www.stfrancismagazine.info/ja/.
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❝

WHILE I REALIZE IT IS IMPOSSIBLE for me to become an expert
in everything, I strive to know something about everything, especially since
I serve as a mission mobilizer. Knowing about a variety of subjects helps me
to coach, screen, and place candidates. EMQ makes this possible for me.
From home schooling on the field to ethical dilemmas, from leadership to
evangelism strategies, there is some of everything in EMQ.
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Looking at the two
most insightful
questions, touching
on belief in God and
a change-of-belief
with respect to God.

C

AN A GOVERNMENT-SPONSORED
SURVEY shed any light on deep spiritual trends a nation is experiencing?
Perhaps so; at least this author is a believer! After looking through a September 1998 survey conducted by the Center for Sociological Research, I was intrigued and began
wondering, Who should we be spending time with
as evangelists?

It may not be obvious. As my friend and former coworker,
Larry DeArmey, has observed, there are those who seem open
but are not, and missionaries often spend a lot of time with
people who are simply interested in a friendship. Meanwhile,
we may be ignoring the hidden seekers.

Old, but Useful, Data
Spain has changed a lot since 1998, the year this data was
taken, especially with regard to foreigners. It is estimated that
there are nearly one million Ecuadorian immigrants in Spain,
plus other Latin Americans, Eastern Europeans, and North Africans. This 1998 study predates much of this influx, which means
we will be measuring a primarily non-immigrant population.
A large percentage of South American immigrants are “evangelicals” at least in name. Simply judging by attendance at evangelical churches, it is clear that the percentage of evangelicals in
Spain has grown rapidly, but that doesn’t mean either Spaniards
or immigrants are converting—much of this attendance boom
is due to immigrants looking for a church home. So since this
1998 data excludes the immigrant boom, a large portion of
whom are evangelicals, we have an opportunity to look almost
exclusively at what everyone in Spain says is the most gospelresistant part of the population: Spanish nationals.

The Sample
The survey consisted of 2,488 Spaniards age 18-99 answering 57 questions, many of which had multiple parts. Quotas
imposed on the data set force the net weight of male/female,
age, and region of Spain to reflect the relative population of
each of those subgroups.
In this article, I will look at what I consider the two most

insightful questions, touching on belief in God and a change-of-belief with
respect to God.
Question #1: “Could you indicate for me, please, which of the following
best reflects your feelings with respect to your belief in God?”
Possible answers were:
1. I don’t believe in God.
2. I don’t know if God exists and I don’t believe there is a way to know that.
3. I do not believe in a “personal” God, but yes, in a superior power of some
kind.
4. I find myself believing in God at times, but not at other times.
5. Although I have doubts, I feel that I believe in God.
6. I know that God truly exists and I have no doubt about it.
7. No answer.
Chart 1 below details respondent answers.

Chart 1
Number of
Respondents

Percentage of
Respondents

I don’t believe in God.

206

8.74%

I don’t know if God exists and I don’t
believe there is a way to know that.

167

7.08%

I do not believe in a “personal” God, but
yes, in a superior power of some kind.

302

12.81%

I find myself believing in God
at times, but not at other times.

179

7.59%

Although I have doubts, I feel
that I believe in God.

453

19.21%

I know that God truly exists
and I have no doubt about it.

1031

43.72%

20

0.85%

Answer

No answer.

Since the largest sector is those who believe in God and have no doubts
(43.7%), I have plotted that answer first and then will work backwards through
the information from the most relevant responses.1
For women, firm belief bottoms out at 35% for the younger women and
tops out at 75% for the older women. For men, the bottom is 25% and the
peak is 50%. Belief is at rock bottom for both men and women at about age 25.
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This curve (figure 1) represents the spiritually confident part of a largely Roman
Catholic population.
With regard to the “slightly doubting” crowd (figure 2), 20% of the population overall, the younger set has a bit more doubt.
Figure 1:
"I know that God exists and I have no doubt about it."
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Figure 2:
"Although I have doubts, I feel that I believe in God."
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The next optional response raises the doubt up a notch: only 7.6% of the
population is flopping between “believe in God” and “not believe in God"
(figure 3). The curve fit is similar to the other doubting category, but with the
data more scattered due to the lower number of respondents to this option.
The most flip-flopping group are the youth—and they represent 10% of their
peer age group. Those who are older are more decisive, with only 5% believing
sometimes, and other times not.
Next, we track the agnostics who are a smallish group representing 7.1% of
the population (figure 4). Again, men are the less believing. The surprise here
Figure 3:
"I find myself believing in God at times,
but not at other times."
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Figure 4:
"I don't know if God exists and I don't believe
there is a way to know that."
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is the low rate of young, female agnostics. Eighteen to 23-three-year-old men
are four times as likely to be agnostic as their female peers. This difference is
repeated for an older group as well: a 63-73-year-old male is about four times
more likely to be agnostic than his female peers.
Last, we have the atheists, 8.7% of the population (figure 5). Youth dominate
the atheist group, and except for the very old, men are three times as likely to
be atheists as women.
Combining the men and women from the two doubting groups (figures 2
& 3) into the “St Thomas Memorial Doubter’s Club,” we have a rather linear
doubt relationship with respect to age (figure 6). The Doubter’s Club forms
Figure 5:
"I don't believe in God."
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Figure 6:
"Doubter's Club"
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about 30% of the population, where one-third of the youth and one-quarter of
those who are older are in a doubtful state.
If doubters are more open to coming to belief, then the youth are more open.
But for postmodern Europe, doubt is “in” and perpetual doubt is considered
by many the only intellectually honest option. So, the question remains, who
around here is willing to change their belief?
Question #2: “Of the following phrases, which best describes your belief
in God?”
Possible answers were:
1. I have never believed in God.
2. I don’t believe in God now, but I did believe before.
3. I believe in God now, but I did not believe before.
4. I have always believed in God.
5. Don’t know.
6. No answer.
Chart 2 below details respondent answers.
Chart 2
Number of
Respondents

Percentage
of Respondents

I have never believed in God.

206

8.7%

I don’t believe in God now,
but before I did believe.

205

8.7%

I believe in God now, but
before I did not believe.

40

1.7%

I have always believed in God.

1762

74.7%

I don’t know.

108

4.6%

No answer.

37

1.6%

Answer

What a useful question! One could suppose that those who are open to coming to God are those who answer #3. And yet, only 40 people chose this option—1.7% of the whole sample. So our conclusions about this group of 40 will
have a much greater error than what we can know about the 1,100 people who
answered, “I have always believed in God.” The conversion group is small because the number of atheists from which to convert to theism is already smallish, 246, or one-tenth of the whole sample of 2,360.
The conversion rates (by “conversion,” I simply mean a declared change of
belief) for the whole sample show that among the 1,967 theists, the loss to athe440 EMQ October 2014

ism was 205, or 10.4%. On the other hand, among the 246 atheists, 16.2% were
lost to theism. It looks like the theists will “win the race” should this rate hold
in the future. If so, then the long-term steady-state result would yield a total
population of 36% atheists and 56.1% theists, with 7.9% of the population being agnostics or those who gave “no answer” to this question.
Let’s consider the nature of those who are converting in one direction or the
other. Figure 7 shows the age and gender spread of those coming to a theistic
belief. Clearly, the younger generation is more apt to come to belief. Interestingly,
Figure 7:
"I believe in God now, but before I did not believe."
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Age
the men outpace the women slightly in converting to theism. But the difference
is slight, and the sample is relatively small, so the safest conclusion is that there
isn’t all that much difference between men and women. The small data set also
explains the scattering of the data.
Then there are those who are losing their theistic belief (see figure 8). Oops!
The same younger set that is most likely to come to belief in God is also most
likely to abandon belief.
Figure 9 shows the two conversion rates for men and women together. Both
conversion rates approach zero for those who are very old. These amazingly
parallel rates of conversion increase linearly as we scan from older to younger.
The data is clear: youth are much more likely to convert to theism than those
who are older, but they are also more likely to lose their faith. The stronger rate
is towards theism, but because there are relatively few atheists, we cannot say
this with much confidence. What we can say is that the change-of-belief battle
is almost perfectly linear with respect to age: the younger the person, the more
likely to have changed his or her faith.
The number of conversions to theism, 40, is so low that our data can
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Figure 8:
"I don't believe in God now, but before I did believe."
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Figure 9:
Conversion Rates
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reveal only a moderately accurate guess regarding trends in conversion to
theism. What we do know with more reliability are the losses of theism. We can
also say with 100% confidence that we do not know what God will do. One good
spiritual awakening would reverse this whole trend in no time (think Nineveh).
Also, God seems to be bringing many thousands of South American believers
into Spain. These people were not part of the survey, because in 1998 they were
just beginning to arrive and because they were (and still are) “laying low.” What
influence will these believers have on the native Spanish population?
While they are not technically integrated into mainstream culture, they are
providing many services: cleaning homes, taking care of grandma, watching the
young children, carrying the heavy loads, and painting the walls. Their potential
testimony from within Spanish homes is very great. They are also having more
children and having them sooner than the host Spanish culture. All these things
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will have a positive influence for people coming to Christ and the percentage of
committed Christians in the populace.

Who Are the Atheist Converts?
There are only 40 among the approximately 2,500 total sample who have
“converted” from atheism to theism. We will now look at several demographic
characteristics of these converts to see with whom we should be hanging around.
Keep in mind we don´t know the order of events in these people´s lives. Did a
conversion to theism then result in the differences with the general population we
are about to see? Or are those who converted coming out of these sectors? Considering that the converts are younger in general, it is likely what we are mostly seeing
is the latter. Youth are not necessarily changing towns or their political leaning, for
example, due to their change in belief.
1. The political leaning of converted atheists is even more “left” than the general population (see figure 10).

35%

Figure 10:
Political Distribution of Population Compared to Converts
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2. The self-declared social class of converts and the general population is very
similar, with an overrepresentation of lower-middle class.
3. Converts from atheism are overrepresented in the middle-income bracket—
the rich are highly underrepresented. The poor are somewhat underrepresented.
4. Towns of 10,000 or less have half the convert percentage of the national
average, whereas there are twice the national percentage of converts in towns of
400,000-1,000,000.
5. Converts have more schooling than the general population. But there are
fewer converts among those with the highest levels of education, at the masters
or doctorate levels.
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6. Converts coming from atheism are from the part of the population that is
doing volunteer work. Including all levels of volunteerism, it is 50% more likely
to meet a convert from atheism in a volunteer group compared to the general
population. But among volunteers who are very active (24 volunteer activities
per year or more), the level of those who convert from atheism to theism is
250% higher than the general population.
7. Figure 11 shows the job types represented among the converts. The “overrepresented” professions are to the left of the plot and the “underrepresented” to the right. For example, converts have 80% more “teachers, accountants,
artists” than the general population. The most underrepresented are bosses and
assembly line workers.
Figure 11:
Profession of General Population versus Converts
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What Can We Conclude?
The younger a person, the more likely he or she is to change belief. Conversions are going both ways, toward and away from God. Since the Spanish population is very largely Catholic—and much of that is nominal, the losses from
belief to atheism are mostly from Catholic ranks (and those numbers were large
in 1998). This data shows that converts from atheism to theism outpace losses
for theists, but we cannot say this with much confidence due to the very small
sample of atheists.
The statistically most important fact for Christian workers is this: Volunteers
who are active at least once every two weeks are 2.5 times more likely to convert
to theism out of atheism than the general population. Almost as important,
teachers/accountants/artists are about twice as likely to convert to theism as the
general population. If you move from a town of 5,000 to a town of 500,000
your new neighbors are four times more likely to have converted from atheism
than your former ones.
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Personal Interpretation
Youth workers may be tempted to conclude, as did a friend of mine who at
that time was the head of a national evangelistic youth ministry in Spain, that,
“Youth here are not as open to coming to Christ as everyone wants to believe.”
Thankfully, he was fooled by his experience on campus. It is true that youth
are abandoning belief in God, and if you are in and among them, it sounds like
a large stampede. In nominally Catholic Spain, there is a growing pool of youth
who find themselves in the “atheist” camp or with nagging doubts, and thus they
have now come one very important step closer to true belief in Christ. But from
the “ground level,” the conversions to Christ seem very few. What is helpful to
know is that the youth are those most likely to change belief. So despite the seemingly low numbers of converts to Christ, this shift towards atheism, unbelief, and
doubt may well result at a later time in a swell of true converts to Christ.
Only when men and women realize they are blind do they call out for Jesus
to heal them and thus become truly seeing. Spanish youth from 18 to 35-yearsold are admitting blindness at an amazing rate. This is good news.

What's the Bottom Line?
In sum, what do we learn from the survey? First, the Spaniard most likely to
convert to theism, and perhaps to Christ, is someone 18 or under, who lives in
a town of 400,000-1,000,000, who has or will obtain a high school education,
who is from a middle-income family, who volunteers at least twice a month,
who leans to the political left, and who works or will find work as a teacher/
accountant/artist.
Second, an evangelist should hang with youth, join active volunteer movements, volunteer in school environments, take education classes, hire an
accountant to do his or her taxes, meet artists and musicians, move to a large
city (or at least stay away from living in a small town), love socialists, and avoid
associating the political right with Christianity.
Finally, despite appearances, we must always allow God to lead us to whomever he is calling to salvation. Only he knows what is really going on.
Endnote
1. On the plots, R2 indicates how well the data points fit the proposed curve. If the
curve passes through every data point perfectly, then R2 would be 1. R2 approaches zero
for more and more highly scattered data.

Rick Satterthwaite served ten years with Cru in evangelistic bands,
then twenty years with Encompass World Partners in Spain as a church
planter in Valencia, Zaragoza and Madrid. Currently, he is the tech guy
at Woodlands Church in Plover, Wisconsin.
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What Is Truth?
Religion,
Relationships,
and Reality in
Postmodern Spain
Les Cowan

P

ILATE FAMOUSLY ASKED “What is truth?”
in John 18:38. Setting aside whether this was merely a
cynical rouse to change the subject, it’s a question with a
remarkably postmodern ring. Then, as now, people wanted
to know what was true.

In fact, a significant feature of postmodernism has been its interest in what
we mean by truth as such. In particular, there is a strong challenge in matters
of faith to any notion of objective truth applying to all. In this article, I consider how the way truth is defined and experienced has implications for how
we do mission, particularly in postmodern Europe. This involves a look at the
traditional tendency towards doctrinal propositions compared with postmodern preferences for more self-referential definitions of truth, integrity, and trust,

In the postmodern West it has become

increasingly common not only to question what is
true, but also what we mean by truth in the first place.

particularly applied to my field of service in Spain.
Fundamental to the philosophical and scientific flowering we call the
Enlightenment was the notion that truth could be discovered by rational means
and would be equally valid for all. Writing in 1697, John Locke commented, “I
know there is truth opposite to falsehood, and that it may be found if people
will and is worth the seeking, and is not only the most valuable, but the pleasantest thing in the world” (Locke 1823, 447).
In the postmodern West, however, it has become increasingly common not
only to question what is true, but also what we mean by truth in the first place.
So in addition to conspiracy theories questioning everything from the fall of the
Twin Towers in New York City to the moon landings, it is increasingly normal
that every individual can have a personal sphere of truth different from that of
his or her own family, neighbors, or society without necessarily involving an
inherent clash.
What you believe is “true for you”; something else is “true for me” with no

essential conflict as they occupy separate domains. So peaceful coexistence,
mutual acceptance, and tolerance are highly valued, despite differing versions
of what we may hold to be true.
Where disagreements arise, these are seen as the result of intolerance, mistrust, and inappropriate claims to universality, rather than one being right and
the other wrong. “Fundamentalist” has become a pejorative term denoting
anyone so attached to his or her own view of truth as to allow no possibility
of alternatives. According to Alister McGrath, this has come about for understandable reasons:
… the excesses, failures, and ultimately the uninhabitability of modernity
led to a loss of enthusiasm for its goals and eventually a complete inversion
of many of its leading ideas. Far from providing eternal and universal truths
of reason, by which humanity might live in peace and stability, modernity
found itself implicated as the perhaps unwitting accomplice of Nazism and
Stalinism. Certainty, once prized as the goal of true knowledge, now came
to be seen as the grounds for coercing belief. Reacting against the simplistic
overstatements of the Enlightenment, postmodernity has stressed the limits of human knowledge, and encouraged a toleration of those who diverge
from the “one size fits all” philosophy of modernity. The world in which we
live is now seen as a place in which nothing is certain, nothing is guaranteed
and nothing is unquestionably given. (2004, 218)

For example, while teaching English to business executives in Madrid, I
was asked, “Can you tell me anything you know for certain?” expressing an
assumption that nothing is definite and anything I might suggest would be
subject to challenge.
This is in marked contrast to the underlying assumptions many of us carry
from a lifetime of Christian exposure. In my own upbringing in a traditional
Scottish Baptist church, although we didn’t go in for creeds and articles of
faith, it was inherent that certain things were completely, biblically, and universally true, and that anything different was simply wrong. Jesus did rise from
the dead “according to the scriptures,” gifts of the Holy Spirit had died out
after the apostolic era, and you should wear a collar and tie to church.
This hard line attitude has been a prominent part of evangelical life and
given rise to many statements of faith and defining doctrines such as for The
Evangelical Alliance1 or The Christian and Missionary Alliance.2
As might be expected, our making of disciples has also tended to be
grounded in objective truth. As a teenager on mission in the 1970s, I remember street witnessing, open-air evangelism, and outreach meetings in which
the emphasis was undoubtedly to communicate truth (as we saw it) and convince our hearers that they should accept a series of propositions and decide to
follow Jesus. Reading Frank Morrison’s Who Moved the Stone (2006) and Josh
McDowell’s Evidence that Demands a Verdict (1977) confirmed the view that
not only were our doctrines evidentially true, but that this was what would
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convince the audience. The end may have been allegiance, but the route was
evidence and truth.
Even then, however, it didn’t seem very successful. McDowell-type evidence
was often simply ignored, and even those who did come to faith often didn’t
seem to stick to the script. Instead of “I became convinced that Jesus died for
my sins and that I should follow him,” we often heard, “I met some people
who seemed to have something different and I began to wonder what it was.”
Well, we thought, praise the Lord anyway. Now, some thirty years later, on
mission in Spain, I’m wondering if this approach isn’t itself somewhat faulty,
particularly for postmodern people. Ross Rohde speaks about his conversation
with a Madrid friend whose point of view he summarizes as follows:
• He does not believe in exclusive truth.
• He does not believe that one religion has all the answers.
• Argument against another religion, no matter what it is, offends him.
• He defines himself as a non-practicing Catholic. However, “Catholic” is
still part of his cultural heritage and his religious definition for himself.
• He believes that he can find spirituality by looking for the light within.3
Within this framework, there seems limited scope for the universal truth
claims we might see as fundamental to the gospel. Altogether more important
is not what is true, but the different but related notion of trust.
This may not be too surprising given how waves of those who claimed
to be purveyors of truth have turned out to be both untruthful and untrustworthy. Scientists (ultimate guardians of Enlightenment truth) are blamed for
pollution and nuclear weapons. Politicians seem corrupt and incapable and
have led Spain into a devastating recession. Perhaps worst of all, the Roman
Catholic Church in Spain is widely seen as being implicated in thirty-five years
of brutal repression and is currently under investigation for the theft of newborn babies from “unsuitable” mothers and their reallocation to more worthy (practicing Catholic) families. Meanwhile, revelations about ecclesiastical
child abuse go on and on.
Set alongside this, the Catechism of the Catholic Church, which claims to be
objectively true, cuts little ice. In the results of the Values and Beliefs youth
survey conducted by the Spanish Centre for Sociological Research (2001), the
most distrusted social institution was in fact the Church, with 32.8% of respondents saying they had absolutely no confidence in it, even higher than
political parties (30.8%) or the army (22.2%) (which is saying something in a
country with the political and military history of Spain).
So if truth is something individuals work out for themselves, and trust is crucial
but scarce, what approach do we take to communicate a message we undoubtedly
believe to be both true and trustworthy, particularly in a postmodern world? Below
are some guiding principles.
Being genuinely interested. Since arriving in Spain in 2010, we have
tried to make our starting point not modernist truth claims, but more what we
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believe we see Jesus demonstrating (which turns out to be more in tune with
postmodern sensibilities). In fact, it’s quite difficult to find a strong propositional approach in the Gospels. Jesus’ truth is more often explored in oblique ways
through stories, riddles, and sayings, demonstrated in healings and miracles, exemplified in love, and all along embodied in a person. So naturally, we begin with the
concept of trust. According to Calvin Shenk, “It is easy for us to creedalize or
institutionalize the gospel. But we need to learn to communicate relationally
before we communicate rationally” (2006, 197).
Believing God is trustworthy. Hence, we try to be trustworthy persons
as much as we can. While being entirely open about being followers of Christ
with an evangelical point of view, we begin with genuine interest in the culture
and the Spanish people. More than accumulating contacts, we want to make
friends.
Meeting the felt needs. We also want to bring something of value with
us. The concept of meeting a felt need is well known and rooted in Jesus’ own
approach. Like invitados at a fiesta, in place of a bottle of wine or chocolates,
we bring our personalities, our history, in some cases, our anglo-saxon orga-

When Paul spoke to the Areopagus
in Acts 17, he used a culturally meaningful
framework of philosophy, literature, and
the religion of the day.
nizing skills, and our language. 20 Minutos newspaper recently reported that
Spaniards have the worst English in Europe, but those with a good level can
command between thirty and fifty percent higher salaries (2013, 16). In times
of recession it may be the only way to improve job prospects and company
competitiveness.
Speaking truth. This then brings us to the more demanding question,
“Ok, so what then?” It’s all very well making friends and sharing English, but
nobody is going to find out about Jesus if that’s as far as it goes. So how do we
effectively present what the Lord brought us to Spain to share? We take it as given
that salvation belongs to God and a living relationship with Christ is a work
of the Holy Spirit, not of slick presentation or marketing. As the same time,
however, communication means being understood. So when Paul spoke to the
Areopagus in Acts 17, he used a culturally meaningful framework of philosophy, literature, and the religion of the day. So just as much as learning Spanish,
we must communicate in a meaningful cultural language.
So our starting point is that spiritual life is not about religion. One defining
feature of postmodernism is a deep distrust of institutions which manipulate
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and oppress for their own ends, whatever altruistic motives they claim. Unfortunately for brothers and sisters who love and follow Christ within a Catholic
tradition, there is nothing more distrusted in Spain than the Catholic Church.
Additionally, in Spain, “Christian” more or less means Catholic (which includes many negative associations).
In the light of this, making a religious presentation of propositional truth
our starting point seems inappropriate and counterproductive. As a young
Spanish friend told me, “Spanish people have had the Catholic Church up to
here…” (indicating just under his chin) “… so why would we be interested
in just another religion?” Propositions to accept and adhere to a religion feel
controlling and repressive to postmodern people, particularly those who have
experienced the more negative side of religion. So how do we positively present
what we believe to be true without falling foul of these dynamics?
Thankfully, the message of Jesus is highly non-religious; it’s as if it were
made for postmoderns. Jesus is a person, not a proposition. So we do not give
out leaflets on the street, sing outside the metro, or lead kid’s clubs in the park
taking truth as a starting point. While there may be a time and a place for such
approaches, for us they feel non-relational and even somewhat aggressive.
We have preferred to meet with friends, chat in English, and see what comes
up. Often, the talk turns to life events and what we each regard as interesting
or important. Explaining what has brought us to Spain and about our spiritual
outlook fits very naturally into that flow. Avoiding the “missionary” label, we
tell the truth that in our 50s we decided on a change of direction, sold our
business, studied theology, moved to Spain, and have fallen in love with the
language and culture.
Beyond that, we are entirely open to integrate and share who and what
we are. This often raises further questions and then, based on a relationship
already in place, we can talk about what it means to meet Jesus rather than
follow a religion. From time to time, we are even asked outright what evangelical Christians (which we admit to being for want of a better designation)
believe, sometimes in relation to specifics such as a celibate priesthood, infant
baptism, first communion, or divorce. Coming this way, these topics do not
become propositional battle grounds, but conversations based on trust.
While we are not afraid of truth claims about Jesus, we ground these in trying to be true in our behavior and approach. So far, we have found Spanish
people nothing but respectful, polite, and curious.

Wider Implications for Missions
in a Postmodern World
So are there wider implications for missions in a postmodern world? In
1975, James Engel pointed out that commitment to Christ is not just a single
event (though it may involve a key turning point), but is better understood as
a process with discernible stages (1975). Frank Gray later expanded on this by
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adding a second axis, indicating attitude, as well as understanding (Internet
Evangelism Day n.d.).
This has been of great help to our approach and practice; however, postmodern culture has also moved on since then. While grasping key aspects
of the truth of the gospel is paramount for Engel (Point 8: Awareness of a
Supreme Being; Point 6: Awareness of the Fundamentals of the Gospel), what
if postmoderns are as averse to universal truth claims as McGrath and Rohde
suggest? Might there be some way we can refine the scale to reflect that?
Our experience in Spain has been that many hearers will not consider the
truth and authenticity of the message apart from the truthfulness and authenticity of the messengers. The idea of a personal relationship with a universally
accessible God may be about as meaningful as an encounter with the Spirit of
the Age or the Spirit of Adventure. But we win a hearing for what is true based
on our integrity and authenticity as participants in the truth. Postmodern people
can have a personal relationship with us and we have a personal relationship
with that accessible God.
In the light of this, we could propose a modest modification to the matrix.
So far, the Y-axis goes from “Knows nothing of the Gospel” to “Able to Teach
Others” and the X-axis from Antagonistic to Enthusiastic. As the Internet Evangelism Day website comments,
Effective evangelism not only requires people to obtain more knowledge—they must also move from a position of antagonism/indifference to
a more positive viewpoint. They are unlikely to wish to find out more until
they view Christianity more positively.

But what if hearers will never form a positive view of Christianity given
past abuses and corruption? Might we even say that Christianity does not deserve to be positively viewed in light of how some of its representatives have
behaved? It is not credible to simply say “Ah yes, but we’re different.” Carl
Madearis has made a cogent case that the only essential topic of our faith communication should be Jesus himself, not his followers or institutions taking
his name. (Madearis 2011). In this case, the X-axis becomes not the hearer’s
attitude to “Christianity” (whatever that might be), but much more acutely,
their attitude to you.
So where does this leave us? There seems little doubt that postmodern people have had their fill of institutions seeking trust and approval. The BBC
News website documents the startling decline in British political parties from
3,776,000 between Labour and Conservatives in 1951 to 433,000 for all three
leading parties in 2011. Indeed, “there are more members of the Caravan Club,
or the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds, than of all Britain’s political
parties put together” (BBC 2011).
Many today would say with singer/songwriter Van Morrison that “I have
never joined any organisation, nor plan to. I am not affiliated to any guru,
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don’t subscribe to any method and for those people who don’t know what
a guru is, I don’t have a teacher either.” Yet it is easy for our gospel presentation to be interpreted as advocacy of religion. In our experience, at least with
younger Spanish people, this is the kiss of death. But we would argue this is
not necessarily a rejection of God. It is a reflection of the problem with his
marketing department.
So the challenge is to be true, authentic, and believable ambassadors in the
postmodern world so that the truth of who Jesus is doesn’t become confused
with the project of institutional Christianity, which many might now see as
largely a failure. May the Lord of the Harvest enable us to do so.
Endnotes
1. www.eauk.org/connect/about-us/basis-of-faith.cfm
2. www.cmalliance.org/about/beliefs/doctrine
3. www.facingthechallenge.org/rohde1.php
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❝Adopting❞

a New
Life
Michael Chung

Michael Chung with his adopted son, Coleman James Chung.
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HAT IS THE WORLD'S LARGEST unreached people group? If one were talking Western Hemisphere,
then PIONEERS would say that it is the Quechua-Apurimac, living in places like Columbia down to Chile,
but concentrated in Peru.

The Joshua Project numbers the Japanese at over 121 million and the Shaikh
of Bangladesh at over 128 million unreached.1 Global Frontier Missions (GFM)
states that there are still over 130 million people in the world outside the influence of the gospel. Yet, according to GFM, only ten percent of missionary work
is being done among the least reached people groups of the world mainly living
in the 10/40 window.2 The numbers are staggering. Many in the Church do not
pursue reaching these unreached people groups because these groups live in the
most impoverished, most difficult, and least developed areas of the world.
But there is one unreached people group that surpasses all of the above: the
orphaned children. How many orphans are there in the world? UNICEF estimated that in 2008 there were 132 million; 13 million of those were children who
had lost both parents.3 The group SOS children’s villages estimated 132.2 million
orphans in 2010, counting only Sub-Saharan Africa, Asia, and Latin America.4
The organization World Orphans estimates that there are 153 million orphans
worldwide.5 Although the numbers/statistics vary, they all communicate the same
thing—there are too many children in the world who need families.
If there are 153 million children in the world who need families, could the
Global Church provide families for each child if it banded together? According to
the Pew Research Center, there were an estimated 2.18 billion Christians worldwide in 2010. If we divide 2.18 billion by 153 million, then we have 14 Christians
per orphan. The task at hand is huge.

My Adoption Journey
Before I go further I must admit that it took a lot for me to become an adoption
advocate. Stricken with infertility for the first five years of marriage, I was very content to live life if God never opened our womb. My wife, on the other hand, had
adoption on her heart from a young age and approached me about the possibility.
My heart was definitely not in it. If it were up to me, the thought of adopting a
child who was not my own flesh and blood was out of the question. I did not think
I could love a child who did not share my biology. I understood that this line of
reasoning was not acceptable. Also, I was a vocational minister as well as a Bible/
New Testament professor, so shrugging off my wife’s request was not suitable.
Looking deep into my soul, I realized that it was filled with fear and selfishness.
Fear, because I was afraid of the type of child I could be getting and afraid that the
life I currently had would be worse off with a child. Exhaustion, sleep deprivation,
and loss of freedom would become my companions. What if the child was too needy?
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What if he or she was a terror? What if I did not love him or her, or resented him or her for
stealing away my life? What if my life had more suffering than it already had? Could I love
a child who did not share my DNA? These fears and others raced through my mind.
Selfishness, because I saw that I had a fairly good life of teaching, writing, freedom, and quiet (all things I valued). Adopting a child would mean that I could not
give as much time to my career as I wanted and would not have the freedom to do
the things I wanted to do.
However, in my heart and soul, there was no good reason not to adopt. So with
reluctance, I told my wife that we could move forward, knowing that if adoption
was not a good idea for me and for us as a couple, God could halt the process. Little
did I know that it would turn out to be the best decision of my life.
On March 4, 2013, I met the most beautiful child I had ever seen. He had a name
from the orphanage, but we would give him a new name and a family. That was a
turning point in my life; it finally sunk in that adoption is close to God’s heart. All
believers in Christ are adopted and redeemed by the blood of Christ. Now, my wife
and I had redeemed this 2-year-old boy from an institution that provided him with
survival, but not the love, care, and attention a child needs—and certainly not the
environment God intended for growing children.
I cannot imagine life without him and I do not think I could love a biological
child any more than I currently love my adopted son.

Challenges Orphans Face
What trials do orphans face? According to Orphan Hope International,
• Every day, 5,760 more children become orphans.
• Approximately 250,000 children are adopted annually, but…
• Each year, 14,505,000 children grow up as orphans and age out of the system
by age 16.
• Each day, 38,493 orphans age out.
• Every 2.2 seconds, another orphan ages out with no family to belong to and
no place to call home.
• Studies have shown that ten to fifteen percent of these children commit suicide before they reach age 18.
• These studies also show that sixty percent of the girls become prostitutes and
seventy percent of the boys become hardened criminals. An estimated 1.2 million
children are trafficked every year (The State of the World’s Children 2005).
• Two million children, the majority of them girls, are sexually exploited in
the multibillion-dollar commercial sex industry (The State of the World’s Children
2005).

God’s Heart for the Unprotected
All defenseless people are close to God’s heart (see Exod. 22:21-27; Exod. 23:612; Lev. 19:9-10; Deut. 14:29; Deut. 16:11, 14; Deut. 24:19-21; 26:12-13). Orphans are some of the most vulnerable.
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God has a huge heart for the orphaned child. In the Old Testament, the Hebrew
word yathom appears forty-two times and can mean fatherless, fatherless children,
orphan, and orphans. The Greek word—orphanos—only appears twice in the New
Testament, but the word for adoption—huiothesia—occurs five times. Throughout
scripture, God advocates for the poor, widowed, foreigner, and orphan—in essence, those who are defenseless.
Adoption has changed my understanding of deep theological truths. It has
given me a more heartfelt knowledge of what it means to be transferred from the
kingdom of darkness into the Kingdom of Christ, the beloved son (Col. 1:13, paraphrase mine). Seeing an orphanage with one’s own eyes helps us understand why
these institutions, no matter how well run, are no place for children to grow up.
They lack the care, environment, and resources necessary for a child to fully develop. Many adopted children are often mentally and physically delayed due to the
institutional experience. In my son’s orphanage, he slept in a room full of cribs. I
counted over twenty, and almost all of them had two children sleeping in them.
We deduced that my son did not go outside much based on his very white
complexion when we first received him. He spent the first two years of his life in
two play rooms and a sleeping area. Children like him could not have received
the nutrition, attention, or environment necessary for the proper milieu a child
needs. Indeed, he was transferred into a considerably better situation much like
God transfers believers into his kingdom.
But the deeper issue is spiritual—although my son will receive better physical
care from us, he will also have a chance to respond to the gospel. There are many
orphanages run by Christian missionaries, but others are government-run and do
not have a spiritual/religious component to their routine. Although many allow
volunteers who are missionaries, growing up in a Christian family is still an optimal condition for a child to receive and understand the gospel. The Church can
reach this group of people who are in desperate need of the gospel and belonging
to a loving family.

Getting Started
Had it not been for my wife, I would not be writing this article. We are in the
process of adopting another child from overseas. You may not be ready to adopt,
but there are ways to impact and help the orphans, as well as to begin to consider
the possibility of adoption:
1. Pray. Jesus exhorts us to pray for laborers to be sent into the harvest (Matt.
9:35-38). The same principle can be applied to this harvest field that is ripe as
children all over the world are crying out for the love of God and family. Since real
religion according to James 1:27 involves caring for orphans (and widows), let us
pray for God to move the hearts of others to take steps of radical faith and adopt
out of obedience to the word of God and care for the orphan.
2. Donate. Almost every organization working to help orphans accepts donations. Many of these organizations do not receive government funding and exist
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solely on contributions.
3. Support programs that advocate for adoption. People need support and encouragement, and many families are not able to adopt due to financial
restrictions. Many churches and para-churches have adoption as a program they
support. Find ways to be involved and befriend those who want to adopt, while
supporting programs with an adoption focus.
4. Study scripture. David Platt’s book Radical challenges people to live in
authentic discipleship instead of personal comfort and cultural preference. In essence, Platt challenges people to base their lives and decisions strictly on the Bible.
Here are a few passages that talk about God’s heart for the defenseless— Exodus
22:21-27 and 23:6-12; Leviticus 19:9-10; Deuteronomy14:29; 16:11, 14; 24:19-21;
and 26:12-13; and James 1:27. Take time to study the scripture’s message on the
defenseless and how families can be involved to alleviate this type of suffering.
5. Talk to those who have adopted. In our adoption journey it was extremely helpful to talk to people who have adopted and hear their experiences.
They would also tell us about their agency and whether or not they would recommend it to others. This helped us get the ball rolling and made the issue of adoption not so nebulous.6 Meeting adopted children and seeing them interact in a
family also gave us hope that the process was of the Lord.
The need is great, and orphans are a group of people who not only can change
the world today, but who will also have a significant impact on the next generation
and beyond. They will understand the goodness of believers’ adoption in Christ
and redemption from the kingdom of darkness. With this in their hearts, they can
go out into the world to proclaim a gospel that they have not only heard, but also
lived.
Endnotes
1. joshuaproject.net/unreached.php
2. www.globalfrontiermissions.org/unreached.html
3. abbafund.wordpress.com/2008/10/06/how-many-orphans-are-there-in-the-world
4. www.sos-usa.org/about-sos/what-we-do/orphan-statistics/pages/global-orphanstatistics.aspx
5. www.worldorphans.org/
6. Here are a few links that organize various agencies: www.christianalliancefororphans.org/agencies-and-ministries/adoption/ andwww.adoptionfellowship.org/about.asp
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Practicing
the Welcoming
Gospel:
Hospitality in
Cross-cultural
Ministries
Benjamin D. Espinoza

T

HE CHRISTIAN FAITH IS AN INVITATION to partake
of the redemptive power of Jesus Christ, through the
power of the Holy Spirit, in the context of the Christian
community—and to live as gospel agents mediating
God’s grace to the world. When we read scripture we see
a God who is in the continual process of redeeming humanity and
creation, righting a perfect relationship which existed prior to the fall
of humanity in the Garden of Eden.
Through the power of Christ’s resurrection and the Holy Spirit, the Church becomes partakers of God’s continual act of inviting and redeeming humanity and
creation for our betterment and for life abundant. It is this inviting narrative that
should play a significant role in the way we formulate and envision our teaching ministries in cross-cultural contexts. In other words, our teaching ministries
should be as much about preaching and teaching the gospel of Christ as it is an
act of hospitality.
Conceptualizing cross-cultural ministries as an exercise in hospitality should
cause missionaries and educators in global contexts to radically rethink the
purpose and scope of traditional ministry efforts. Rather than being centered

Hospitable ministries shatter
previously-held assumptions, prejudices, and
presuppositions that run contrary to the witness
of the Christian faith.
exclusively on the transmission of religious facts and historic doctrines, crosscultural ministries and teaching must be a significant exercise in the practice of
hospitality.
Hospitable cross-cultural ministries go beyond simply providing a warm and
inviting atmosphere. Instead, hospitable ministries shatter previously-held assumptions, prejudices, and presuppositions that run contrary to the witness of
the Christian faith. For example, a small group Bible study run by an American
missionary in a Mexican home can include reflections on Paul’s epistle to the
Romans, but can also be an exercise in learning about and welcoming one another’s cultural practices. Rather than importing American cultural values foreign
to this Mexican home, hospitable teaching ministries provides a safe and open
space in which to share values and learn from one another for the sake of mutual
edification and spiritual growth.
The spirit of God’s story found in scripture is not a dominating narrative, it is

an inviting narrative, and our teaching ministries in cross-cultural contexts should
reflect this posture of hospitality. In essence, the questions I ask in this article are:
“What is the biblical and theological vision for hospitality?” and “How can ministries in global contexts best reflect the impulse of hospitality found in scripture?”
In answering these questions I hope to lay out a vision for hospitable crosscultural ministries that decimates human-designed walls and further testifies to
the hospitality found in the gospel of Christ.

Understanding Hospitality
Christine Pohl writes that when we express hospitality, “we make a powerful
statement to the world about who is interesting, valuable, and important to us”
(1999, 11). She reminds us that:
In hospitality, the stranger is welcomed into a safe, personal, and comfortable place, a place of respect and acceptance and friendship. Even if only briefly,
the stranger is included in a life-giving and life-sustaining network of relations.
Such welcome involves attentive listening and a mutual sharing of lives and life
stories. It requires an openness of heart, a willingness to make one’s life visible
to others, and a generosity of time and resources. (1999, 13)

Along these lines, Elizabeth Newman writes, “Hospitality is practiced most
faithfully when these roles easily reverse themselves and we think of ourselves as
both guests and hosts” (2003, 75).
Hospitality is a way of life radically rooted in the gospel of Christ (which we
will explore later in this article). Henri Nouwen wrote that hospitality “creates
new and free space where we can reach out to strangers and invite them to become our friends” (1975, 79). Elizabeth Conde-Frazier writes that “the place of
hospitality offers attentive listening and mutual sharing of lives and life stories”
(Conde-Frazier, Parrett, and Kang 2004, 171). She also notes that hospitality is a
recognition of equal human value and the rejection of “social arrangements of
class, ethnicity, or race” (2004, 172).
It is an ethical posture and not simply the practice of kindness. It is the “opening up” of our lives to one another, where we partake in the roles of guest and
host, and are generous with one another.

The Biblical and Theological Vision
of Hospitality
While we are given specific human examples of hospitality (Gen. 18, 19;
1 Kings 17; 2 Kings 4), the movements of God’s hospitality received the most
prominent attention in the Old Testament.
It is God who welcomed Abraham and his children into a covenant relationship and formed the nation of Israel.
When Abraham’s children were living as aliens in bondage under the oppressive hands of the Egyptians, it is God who freed them, and provided food, water,
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shelter and protection from the oppressors.
The Mosaic law constituted by God for the purpose of marking the Israelites as
his people mandated a code of hospitality that welcomed strangers and sojourners, just as the Israelites were once wanderers and sojourners (Exod. 22:21; Lev.
19:1-2, 9–10, 33–34).
Although Israel consistently rebelled against God’s Lordship, God continuously invited Israel back into the covenant relationship through the ministry of
the prophets.
In the Old Testament, we observe a God who relentlessly invited, welcomed,
and sought out fellowship with those inside (and outside) the fold of Israel.
The New Testament magnifies the concept of hospitality in the life, teachings,
and salvific work of Jesus Christ. According to David Anderson, Jesus “spoke of
acts of hospitality toward people who are strangers, hungry, in prison, poor, diseased, or disabled. Jesus said that as we practice hospitality, it should be done as
if Jesus himself were the recipient” (Anderson 2011, 15-16).
The two most prominent parables of Jesus explicating hospitality are Matthew 25, the parable of the sheep and the goats, and Luke 14, the parable of
the great banquet. In these two parables, we see a defining mark of Christian
hospitality, that when we commit acts of hospitality, we welcome Christ himself. Christ’s death and resurrection serve as the ultimate form of hospitality,
providing access to the Father through Christ (1 Tim. 2:5). It is through the
power of Christ’s death and resurrection that we are invited to “come boldly” to
the throne of grace through prayer (Heb. 4:16). Hospitality is thus at the center
of the gospel message.
Ana-Maria Pineda (2010) articulates the nuances of how the Greek language of
the New Testament understands hospitality. She points out that the Greek term xenos, meaning “stranger,” can also mean “guest” and “host.” Our word, xenophobia,
is the fear of strangers, which is often associated with nationalism and supremacy,
or a “my group is better than your group” consciousness of superiority.
However, the New Testament uses the term philoxenia, which generally means
“the love of the stranger.” Pineda notes the term “can also mean love of the
whole atmosphere of hospitality and the whole activity of guesting and hosting” (2008, 33). Jesus embodied philoxenia when he arrived as the wedding in
Cana “as a guest, but when the wine runs out, he provides more and becomes
the host” (2010, 34).
Hospitality is an inherent characteristic and attitude of God, as God continually sought to restore the broken bond between him and Israel, and sent Jesus to
serve as reconciliation between the fallen creation and himself.

Practicing Hospitality in Cross-cultural
Ministry Contexts
Hospitality is a Christian theme that runs throughout the history of redemption, it is central to understanding how and why God relates to the world. As the
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image-bearers of the hospitable God, we learn to be in touch with the Holy Spirit
and become open to being hospitable ministers of the gospel. Hospitality is a
practice that deserves to be a focal component of our ministry efforts in crosscultural contexts. How can we go about formulating our ministries into catalysts for
hospitality?
Ministering from the inside-out. Gary Parrett reminds us of two images
in Christ’s ministry: the washing of the disciples’ feet in John 13 and Philippians
2, the Kenosis passage (2004, 124). These two passages run parallel to one another, demonstrating the kind of humility and self-emptying that must occur in
our own lives before we minister and teach cross-culturally. We must remove our
old garments (become less ethnocentric), recognize our own cultural biases, put
on new garments (understand the culture where we will minister), and eventually
become a part of the new culture. Parrett notes,
…too much pre-study of a given cultural context can have intended detrimental effects on ministry in that context. Like the man who has heard God’s Word
but has not put it into practice, I may be self-deceived, thinking I know all I need
to know. (Conde-Frazier, Parrett, and Kang 2004, 144)

It is not enough to read of the contexts where we will teach and minister. Rather, we must become a part of the new culture and minister from the inside-out,
not the outside-in. In cross-cultural ministry, this entails the recognition that we
teach as much with our body language and the manner in which we do things as
we do with our instructional lessons. The way we position ourselves before giving
a lesson or leading a Bible study, the way greet those who have come to share in
fellowship, or the way we dress all teach something.
In order to demonstrate a humble posture of Christian hospitality, it is imperative that we thoroughly understand and immerse ourselves in whatever contexts
God places us, and be sensitive to what we are communicating with our body
language and other non-verbal actions.
A willingness to empty ourselves of our own cultural biases and practices demonstrates hospitality to people who are ready and willing to share more about the
things of God. To be sure, to “empty” ourselves of certain cultural practices does
not necessarily mean that we completely hide who we are or become someone
we are not.
Rather, it simply means that whatever cultural stumbling blocks are in the way
of us living into our role as guests and hosts are ones of which we must be aware
and willing to sacrifice for the sake and comfort of others.
In seminary, I was tasked with leading a Bible study for a group of fellow seminarians. Although I had led numerous Bible studies throughout my ministerial
life, I was unprepared for the real challenge ahead of me—leading a group composed of international students on a spiritual journey.
Although our first Bible study was only going to be a half-hour affair, it ended
up three times as long. And while my plan was to really dig into the nuances of the
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text, we ended up sharing testimonies of God’s graciousness in our lives in ways
I had never experienced. I quickly realized that my personal bias for dominating
structure and rigor excluded the possibility of true fellowship, and became a spiritual stumbling block to both myself and the brothers I hoped to spiritually lead.
As time wore on, this Bible study, initially intended to be intellectually
challenging, became a powerful time of sharing, praising, and praying with
one another. We read the Bible in deep ways that connected with our own
lives. We shared our personal hurts and fears. Through the grace of God, I was
able to “empty” myself of my own bias for rigidity and become more hospitable and open to what these brothers could teach me. Emptying ourselves of
spiritual or cultural stumbling blocks can thus have powerful results in crosscultural ministry.
Inviting others into our narrative. Conde-Frazier, Parrett, and Steve
Kang write of “encounters” as the places where we take risks of hospitality
(2004, 176). Encounters are where we gain the ability to walk in one culture
and just as easily into the next. They are composed of listening to the concerns
of others, and gaining the trust of another for the sake of mutual learning and
growth. Encounters are risky because they challenge us to use both servantlike humility and cultural-sensitivity. Ministering and teaching cross-culturally
entails that we share our thoughts and feelings (in a manner that is culturally
sensitive and appropriate) to others as a means of inviting others into our
personal narratives.
When we invite people into our personal narratives, others will become
more willing to share their own challenges, fears, dreams, and hopes. This safe
space of hospitality and mutual sharing allows for deeper questions related
to faith, and can serve as powerful moments of gospel-sharing and teaching.
My wife has experienced the power of personal story-sharing in her ministries to both young women in difficult situations and to Korean women living
in the United States. She makes a point of sharing her own story, including
struggles and fears, with the people among whom she ministers. She has realized that becoming open and vulnerable to others increases their willingness
to share their stories, and results in transformational conversations and encounters. This form of narrative hospitality is both risky and uncomfortable
(Conde-Frazier, Parrett, and Kang 2004, 176), but is necessary for experiencing genuine transformation with those from other cultures.
Being open to diverse cultural expressions of the gospel. As our
capacity for hospitality grows, we are more receptive to the hospitable grace
of God and become more respectful and open to cultural expressions of the
gospel to which we are not accustomed.
For example, in the United States, worship services, on average, last between one and two hours. However, as many seasoned missionaries know,
worship services across the world can last much longer. I have friends who
have worshipped for more than five hours at a time in other countries. In other
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parts of the world, the amount of time does not seem to matter as much as
the quality of time.
Moreover, other cultures express their worship of the Triune God through
song, dance, and acting, among other things—things that may not be familiar
to missionaries. In our participation with others in worship, we must remain
sensitive and open to other cultural expressions of faith in Christ. This ensures
that those to whom we minister and teach feel that their expressions of worship are welcomed. This also demonstrates our commitment to participate in
the hospitable mission of God.
Fellowshipping with those on the margins of society. Above all
else, to practice Christian hospitality means welcoming those into fellowship
who may be on the margins of society. Throughout the Gospels, we see Jesus
reaching out to those on the fringes of society—the Samaritan woman, the tax
collectors, the “sinners.” Teaching and ministering cross-culturally entails that
we ignore human-designed barriers and welcome into fellowship those whom
a culture considers outcasts. We must welcome their insights and allow them
to learn on the same plane as those who are a part of mainstream culture.
For example, when I briefly worked with homeless individuals in Detroit, I
began to see the power of treating others not according to their socioeconomic
situation, but on the fact that each person has been fashioned in the imago Dei.
Although this may be commonsensical to many, it was initially difficult for me.
Over time, however, I began to see these men and women not as homeless, but
as fellow image-bearers. As a result, sharing with these men and women became
a transformational joy rather than a reluctant duty, and led to a powerful time of
sharing the gospel. The hospitality of the gospel empowers us to see beyond the
markers and borders that humans place and see each human as an individual
created in the image of God who is in need of the same gospel as everyone else.

Participating in the Grand Act of God
Hospitality is central to the character of God, and being a people fashioned in
the image of God, we exemplify our status as image-bearers when we act like God,
including being hospitable like our God.
Hospitality, at its core, means sacrificing any claim to superiority and inviting
strangers into our lives for the sake of mutual sharing and learning. Hospitality
can be expressed in any number of ways, and it is the responsibility of the crosscultural teacher or missionary to pray that the Spirit of God moves us to explore
creative and imaginative ways of inviting others to participate in the hospitable
story of God with us.
Hospitality will not look the same in every culture, and sometimes, hospitality
in one culture may look the opposite of hospitality in another. We must remain
open, receptive, and sensitive to the Spirit’s leading when we seek to become more
hospitable teachers and ministers in cross-cultural contexts. Engaging in hospitality means that we are participating in the grand act of God, who is continuously
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seeking, inviting, and sharing his love with all people.
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❝

EMQ IS A VALUABLE MISSIOLOGICAL JOURNAL that reflects experiential learning of mission practitioners who are actively engaged
in ministry. The circle of reflective practitioners should never be limited to
those who have the privilege of pursuing doctoral degrees. EMQ’s willingness to accept articles from authors who are not academic scholars opens
the way for many diverse contributions. Through EMQ we are challenged,
exhorted, and led by a broader group of voices and the result is greater missiological understanding for everyone!
—Dr. Mary Lederleitner, consultant, Wycliffe Global Alliance
author, Cross-Cultural Partnerships
....

EMQ IS THE MISSION MAGAZINE that I have read most consistently over the 35 years of my missionary career. From my church-planting
work in Japan as a young missionary to my chairmanship of the Lausanne
Movement, EMQ has helped me to stay engaged in meaningful, practical
conversations with missiologists and mission leaders from around the world.

❞

—Dr. S. Douglas Birdsall, honorary chair
The Lausanne Movement
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Serving God’s Servants
Seminars for International Church Leaders, Missionaries, Mission Executives,
Pastors, Educators, Students, and Lay Leaders

September 11–12, 2014
U.S. CHURCHES TODAY.
Rev. Geoffrey A. Little, All
Nations Christian Church (New
Haven), provides an overview
with a guided tour of New Haven
and area churches. $95.
SEPTEMBER 15–17
SPIRITUALITY & LEADERSHIP.
Dr. Tow Yow Chew, Malaysia
Theological Seminary, Seremban, urges Christian leaders
from Ephesians 4 and Romans
12 not to overlook their own
personal transformation as
they disciple others toward
Christlikeness. $95.
September 18–19
LEADERSHIP, FUND-RAISING,
& DONOR DEVELOPMENT
FOR MISSIONS.
Mr. Rob Martin, First Fruit
Institute, Newport Beach,
California, outlines steps for
building the support base,
including foundation funding,
for mission. $95.
September 23–24
STRESS & THE MISSIONARY: SEEKING A HEALTHY
RESPONSE
Ms. Barbara Hüfner-Kemper,
psychotherapist and United
Methodist missionary, White
Plains, New York, helps participants walk through common experiences of stress.
She asks, “What does stress
do to the brain and the body
and how can we find a healthy
response? $95.

September 29–October 2
HOW TO DEVELOP MISSION
AND CHURCH ARCHIVES.
Ms. Martha Lund Smalley, Yale
Divinity School Library, helps
missionaries and church leaders identify, organize, and preserve essential records. $175.
October 6–9
THE INTERNET & MISSION:
GETTING STARTED.
Mr. Wilson Thomas, Wilson
Thomas Systems, Bedford,
N.H., and Dr. Dwight P. Baker,
Overseas Ministries Study
Center, in a hands-on workshop, show how to get the
most out of the World Wide
Web for mission research.
$175.
October 20–23
NURTURING & EDUCATING
TRANSCULTURAL KIDS.
Ms. Janet Blomberg, Interaction International, and Ms.
Elizabeth Stephens, of Libby
Stephens: Humanizing the
Transition Experience, help
you help your children meet
the challenges they face as
third culture persons. $175.
October 27–30
BUILDING BRIDGES WITH
HINDUS IN DIASPORA.
Dr. Atul Y. Aghamkar, OMSC
senior mission scholar, South
Asia Institute of Advanced
Christian Studies, Bangalore,
India, will discuss Hindu migrants’ beliefs, practices, and
perceptions about Christian-

ity, and suggest ways Christians might relate with Hindus.
$175.
November 10–14
DISTINGUISHED MISSION
LECTURESHIP.
Professor Andrew F. Walls, University of Edinburgh, Liverpool
Hope University, and AkrofiChristaller Institute. OMSC’s
tenth Distinguished Mission
Lectureship series—five lectures with discussions. $175.
November 17–20
HEALING THE WOUNDS OF
TRAUMA: HELP FOR OURSELVES AND OTHERS.
Dr. Harriet Hill, Trauma Healing Institute of the American
Bible Society, helps participants use Scripture and basic
mental health principles to
find healing of emotional pain
and equips them to help others. $175.
December 1–4
THE GOSPEL OF PEACE IN
DYNAMIC ENGAGEMENT WITH
THE PEACE OF ISLAM.
Dr. David W. Shenk, Eastern
Mennonite Missions, explores
the church’s calling to bear
witness to the Gospel of peace
in its engagement with Muslims, whether in contexts of
militancy or in settings of moderation. $175.
Costs, schedules, cosponsors,
and links to register are online.

Overseas Ministries study Center
www.omsc.org/seminars

study@omsc.org

Building a strong foundation of
collaboration, shared vision, and
open communication is important.

The Importance
of Communication
in Establishing a
Hispanic Ministry
Karen Aguilar

W

ITH TODAY'S GROWING Hispanic population,
more and more churches are expressing an interest in reaching the Hispanic community. Eager
to increase their numbers, infuse their churches with new energy, bring needed rental income, or simply do
their part in fulfilling Jesus’ command to “preach the gospel to
all creation” (Mark 16:15b), pastors and leaders may jump at
the first chance they have to partner with an existing Hispanic
church or begin their own Hispanic ministry.
Yet if they jump too quickly, they may alienate members of the congregation or open their doors to something they do not have the resources
to effectively support. Good intentions are not enough. There must be
cultural awareness and good communication in order to ensure a common understanding of how the ministry will look and function.

Vision Building
Just as a building is only as strong as its foundation, a ministry is only
as strong as the vision and resources behind it. Visions that are not welldefined or articulated can be easily misunderstood. Visions that are not
supported by leadership are likely to lack the support they need to build
and continue, and visions that are not backed by the church are likely to
cause friction that may ultimately tear apart the ministry they are meant
to serve. On the other hand, visions that are clearly articulated, understood, and supported by the leadership, the congregation, and resources
are likely to grow.
As the wife of a Hispanic pastor and ministry planter, I have seen firsthand how the lack of a clearly defined and supported vision can im-

pact ministry. In our experience, we have responded to invitations to begin a
Hispanic ministry only to discover that the ministry the pastor expected was
not the vision we understood, or that the desire to create a Hispanic ministry
was the vision of one pastor and a few key individuals, but not of the whole
congregation. While the English-speaking leadership seems unaware of any
miscommunication, Spanish-speaking congregants express feelings of frustration and rejection.
In one instance, the results of the miscommunication were so strong that
none of the members of the Hispanic congregation were willing to remain at
the church when we were called elsewhere, leaving the non-Hispanic leaders
to feel hurt and betrayed that things hadn’t worked out as they had planned.

Biblical Basis
When Jesus came to earth, he modeled the crossing of ethnic boundaries
(John 4:3-42: the woman at the well) and commanded his disciples to do
likewise (Matt. 28:19a: the Great Commission). Although churches have generally understood this command, they have not always been willing to bring
other ethnic groups into their own congregations, preferring to form separate,
homogeneous ethnic churches instead (Garces-Foley 2007, 4-5; Branson and
Martínez 2011, 14-15).
Yet forming separate ethnic congregations is not necessarily the biblical
model, for the early Church “preached the Gospel to Jew and Gentile. . . [overcoming] the initial temptation to be only a Jewish sect” (Fong 1996, 83). Of
course, when language is a factor, separate services are often necessary, but
everyone benefits if churches can maintain open communication to work together toward unity.

Ministry Models
There is no one-size-fits-all model for establishing a Hispanic ministry.
Rather, churches should consider what model works best for their own history and religious tradition (Branson and Martinez 2011, 39; Garces-Foley
2007, 25), as well as for the group they desire to reach.
They should consider their resources and the ethnic composition of the
neighborhoods around their church (including numbers, ethnicity, education,
social-economic level, language preference, and prior church involvement),
and ask God what he would have them do in regard to the vision they are
beginning to form.
They should then consider the type of Hispanic ministry they would like
to implement. Possible ministry models include: the dominant-culture church
(business-as-usual), the dominant-culture church with a multicultural fellowship (assimilation), the space-sharing or ethnic-specific church (separation),
the multilingual church (pluralistic co-existence), and the bi- or multicultural
church (integrated pluralism) (Pocock and Henriques 2002, 134-40; Garces476 EMQ October 2014

Foley 2007, 155-57; Bennett 2011, 19-21). In the first three models, the planting church makes little adjustment.
• The dominant-culture church focuses on sending missionaries rather than
welcoming the culturally diverse into its own congregation (Pocock and Henriques 2002, 134).
• The dominant-culture church with a multicultural fellowship focuses on reaching a target ethnic group through a designated ministry that may be in another
language (e.g., Sunday school in Spanish), expecting ethnically diverse members to “fit in” to the already established ministry structure, rather than making changes to accommodate the church’s growing diversity (Bennett 2011,
19).
• The space-sharing or ethnic-specific church focuses on reaching the target
population via a separate church or space-sharing arrangement, renting space
to an already-established Hispanic church or using resources to plant a Hispanic ministry that it expects to eventually grow and become its own church.
In the last two models, the planting church works collaboratively with ethnic church leaders toward a common vision and purpose.
• Although language barriers cause the multilingual church to hold separate
worship services, leaders share finances and purposefully work together to
form a common identity that is apparent throughout the church (Garces-Foley
2007, 157).
• Generally lacking language barriers, the bi- or multicultural church goes
one step further, incorporating “international heterogeneity at all levels of
the church,” from the mission, vision, values, and strategic plan to the music
programs, teaching styles, and scripture applications (Pocock and Henriques
2002, 139-40).

Mission Establishment
Once a church has identified a need, captured a vision, and verified resources,
it should begin to create congregational buy-in. Options for accomplishing this
include topic-centered sermons and Bible studies, the formation of ad hoc
committees to further refine the vision and explore options, and cross-cultural
or intercultural sensitivity training experiences.
Involving the whole church in the decision and preparation process is
an important part of establishing a welcoming atmosphere and setting the
groundwork for good communication. Without it, most congregations will
revert to a multi-congregational, shared-space structure “in which the different groups maintain their own worship, governance, and leadership,” even if
“they are all under one name and one roof” (Law 1993, 47).

Leadership
Of course, starting a new ministry requires finding a leader who shares the
vision of the ministry the church would like to create. Many times, churches
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express their desire to begin a Hispanic ministry, locate a leader who expresses
a similar desire, and assume they are on the same page regarding what the
ministry should entail.
While both may talk about having separate services in Spanish and English and occasional joint services together, one may picture a church working
together toward unity, and another may picture a ministry taking the needed
steps to establish itself as a separate church. Or, both may refer to unity, but
one may picture assimilation, while the other pictures cultural pluralism.
Because simply inviting a potential leader to come, sharing the vision, and
asking if the leader would like to be a part of it can create a cultural power
imbalance (causing a Hispanic leader to say what the executive pastor wants
to hear), churches ought to be careful how they go about determining shared
vision and establishing leadership, especially if the potential leader is a firstgeneration Hispanic immigrant. They also ought to be clear what the power
relationship between leaders would be going forward, so the potential leader
knows whether he or she is being invited to collaborate, invited to lead separately, or invited to follow.
Different cultures have different views and expectations of leadership that
are linked to their willingness to be forthright and to share what they think.
White, middle-class leaders are expected to facilitate discussion and enable
a group to reach a consensus in order to accomplish what needs to be done
(Law 1993, 31). Hispanic leaders are expected to speak for those they lead and
to make the ultimate decision of what needs to occur.
In Hispanic circles, leadership is very much person vs. program oriented,
and good leaders are expected to be “sensitive to the needs and talents of everyone in the group” (Nida 1974, 25; Law 1993, 32). Executive pastors who
meet with potential leaders to determine the vision they have need to be aware
of this dynamic and invite the leaders to share their own vision, to encourage
dialogue and attempt to avoid the perception of the powerful vs. powerless
(Law 1993, 33, 91). Although the church may already have a fairly well-designed vision, it should recognize the need for collaboration and be willing to
be flexible in the way the final vision is cast.

Cross-cultural Training
Since the executive pastor is likely to be the individual who most closely
works with the Hispanic pastor (even in a space-sharing relationship), it is
especially important for him or her to receive some sort of cross-cultural
training.
But cross-cultural training and sensitivity building should not stop there.
The Hispanic pastor (if not already bilingual and bicultural) should receive
similar training, as should church members on both sides of the cultural spectrum, particularly if the goal is to work together toward a common purpose.
Possible ways to provide training include cross-cultural awareness seminars,
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Spanish-as-a-second-language and English-as-a-second-language courses, the
inclusion of cultural notes in a church newsletter or bulletin, and the hosting
of cultural fairs or celebratory events.
While communication between people of the same culture can at times be
complex, communication between people of different cultures is even more
so. It is important to understand (1) that the words that are spoken are values
that establish how people should relate to each other in different situations;
(2) what needs to happen in order for people to feel they “belong” (Branson
and Martínez 2011, 146); (3) what topics are considered appropriate or taboo;
and (4) what is understood by one’s actions, expressions, and other forms of
nonverbal communication.
There is also the issue of power, or “the degree to which one party controls
resources valued by another party,” which may cause the one without resources “to conform to the expectations of the more powerful person” (Rogers and
Steinfatt 1999, 133).

Because Hispanic cultures tend to
be non-confrontational, non-Hispanic leaders
and congregants should be taught that “yes”
does not always mean “yes” to individuals
from a Spanish-speaking culture.
Although cross-cultural misunderstandings are always possible, awareness and sensitivity can prepare the way for establishing trust, respect, and
dialogue. At the surface level, leaders and congregations should be taught (1)
what greetings are appropriate; (2) what words, topics, or actions are offensive; and (3) what is expected in regard to standing distance, eye contact, and
touch (Pocock and Henriques 2002, 115-17; Rogers and Steinfatt 1999, 17483).
At a deeper level, they should be taught about attitudes toward time, the
general differences between high and low-context or hot and cold-climate cultures (e.g., being relationship-driven vs. task-oriented), and the relation to authority in regard to individualism vs. collectivism (Rogers and Steinfatt 1999,
86-95; Lanier 2000).
Because Hispanic cultures tend to be non-confrontational, non-Hispanic
leaders and congregants should be taught that “yes” does not always mean
“yes” to individuals from a Spanish-speaking culture. As Eugene A. Nida
(1974) states, “Latin society has . . . sought to preserve the ideal more than the
real through the practice of telling people what they want to learn rather than
disturbing them with the blunt truth.” While the non-Hispanic might see this
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as lying, the Hispanic would see it as “placing higher values on ideal interpersonal relationships than on the truth” (1974, 51).
Of course, Hispanic pastors can work with their congregants to teach them
the importance of saying what they mean in U.S. culture, but it is helpful for
leaders and congregants to be aware of this tendency so they can determine an
individual’s preferences in ways other than by asking a direct yes/no question.
Executive pastors and church leadership teams ought to realize that the
collective nature of Spanish-speaking cultures expects the leader to speak
for the people he or she leads. That means that if there is a problem, people
will inform the leader and expect him or her to present their case before the
powers-that-be.
Even if encouraged to share their opinions individually (which gives more
credence in an individualistic society), individuals from a collectivistic society
(e.g., Hispanics) may not be willing to do so (Law 1993, 34). Non-Hispanic
leaders should recognize that when a Hispanic leader speaks, he or she may be
representing the entire group (Lanier 2000, 43). For that reason, they ought to
be prepared to give more weight to what a Hispanic leader says than to what
an individual from an individualistic culture (white, middle class) says, since
that individual would likely only be speaking for him or herself (unless of
course he or she is the one speaking for the Hispanic group).
In meetings, white, middle-class churches should be careful to avoid selecting a “token” Hispanic representative to serve on a committee or speak
for the entire group. While leaders are expected to represent the needs of their
group, individuals from a collectivistic culture will typically feel uncomfortable serving as the sole group representative, preferring instead to serve with
other members of their culture with whom they can form a consensus.
If input on an issue is desired, it is better to first have two separate, culturally-divided groups work through the issue and to then bring the groups
together to share the consensus they have reached, once both groups are ready
(Law 1993, 50).
When mixed-culture groups do meet, it is advisable to spend a few minutes
at the beginning of the meeting exchanging greetings and pleasantries, so as
not to alienate anyone from the group. Although European-Americans tend to
first focus on the task and then get to know those with whom they are working, “Hispanic cultures tend to attach more value to developing relationships
at the beginning of a shared project and more emphasis on task completion
toward the end” (DuPraw and Axner 1997).
An immediate jump to the task may offend those who are accustomed to
a more relational structure and hinder, rather than help, the goal of working
together. Because churches desiring to establish a Hispanic ministry are already willing to reach out, and because they (as the ones with the resources)
are likely to be viewed as more powerful than those they seek to reach, it is
important that they be willing to adapt their cultural norms so as not to offend
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(Pocock and Henriques 2002, 42).
Due to the power-differential, Eric Law (1993) recommends structuring
meetings via “mutual invitation,” rather than expecting each member to
feel equally powerful to volunteer his or her own opinion. In mutual invitation, the leader first shares, taking care not to project him or herself as an
expert, then invites someone else to share, who has the option to share or pass
and to then invite someone else, and so forth (1993, 83). Mutual invitation
can be enhanced by establishing ground rules to govern how meeting interactions should take place (1993, 109).
Whether or not mutual invitation is used, leaders need to “develop creative
techniques by means of which [all congregants] can be encouraged to produce
and send feedback they know will affect the presentation of [the sermons]” or
the decisions that are made (Kraft 1991, 159).

Assess and Adjust
Church leaders have a strong influence on church culture (Garces-Foley
2007, 89). Although it will not be easy, they can become effective in reaching
the Hispanic population if they develop a humble, willing-to-learn attitude
(Pocock and Henriques 2002, 119); structure power to reflect the value they
place on reaching the Hispanic population by placing Hispanics on their paid
leadership staff (Garces-Foley 2007, 89); and become involved in the lives of
those they are trying to reach (Kraft 1991, 62).
People have a tendency to want to be with their own culture groups, where
they feel comfortable. Churches that have a vision to reach cross-culturally
must work to keep that vision ever present in the eyes of their congregations.
They must provide opportunities for cross-cultural interaction, place their
money and resources where their priorities are, be clear as to their intentions,
and continually assess how they are doing with their stated goals and objectives.
Building a strong foundation of collaboration, shared vision, and open
communication is important. Objectives and goals may change over time,
based on perceived need. One method may work for one church and a different method for another. The same church may even change its model of ministry focus over time. As long as churches are willing to explore a vision, seek
God’s will, and work together to build it, God will be glorified. The important
principle is to build a good foundation of effective communication so love,
fellowship, and collaboration may abound.
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❝

CONGRATULATIONS EMQ on this auspicious celebration! I, along
with many colleagues, have learned from EMQ what God is doing in the
world, where fruit is multiplied on the field, and trends to consider into
the future. May the prophetic voice of EMQ continue to speak to a new
generation of Christ followers, everywhere!
—Rev. Samuel E. Chiang, executive director,
International Orality Network

....

EMQ IS A LIVELY CONVERSATION on the theology and praxis
of global missions. I was introduced to EMQ not many years after it was
launched, and I still read it today. Why? Because I continue to learn from
the reflective practitioners who share their thoughts and experiences in its
pages. I recommend it highly.

❞

— Dave Broucek, international ministries
director South America Mission
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A Vision for
Partnership:
Radio as a
Case Study
Curt Cole

R

adio as an Extension of Ministry

A few years ago I visited a potential media partner in
the Chiapas region of Mexico. Mexico has long been,
and continues to be, a difficult part of the world for
local Christian radio. However, not too long ago, there
appeared to be a window of opportunity to help plant a radio station
with community partners.

Before the first scheduled meeting, we were taken to an orphanage, where a
young boy stood up, clasped his hands together, and prayed loudly and beautifully for us, his new friends. Then, we were shown a building that could be
designed for use as a production studio. Finally, we sat down with the leadership
group and heard their vision.

As they introduced themselves and we began to talk, it became clear that this
was a group of pastors and local business people, and that radio seemed like
a natural extension of what they were already doing. The orphanage, pastoral
training, taking care of the sick, feeding the poor …they wanted radio to feed
and nourish the holistic nature of their local church ministry.
Unfortunately, this station never made it to air, primarily because of government regulations. But the reality is that their core vision for using media and
health care as a tool for the local church is one that drives our partnerships today. God’s plans run through the church, which means our plans should as well.
The South American country of Ecuador in many ways mirrors the growth of
Christianity in the Global South. When I arrived in Quito as a new missionary
with HCJB World Radio in 1993, I was told in our orientation that only four
percent of the population of Ecuador was evangelical. In 2012, INEC (the
Ecuador National Statistics Institute) released an extensive report on the state of
religion in the country, and evangelicals now numbered over eleven percent.1
I first served as a member of the English Language Service of HCJB World
Radio, producing programs for English audiences in North America, Europe, and
Asia Pacific. At that time, a large antenna farm near Quito broadcasted hundreds
of hours of short-wave programming, targeting many of the major languages of
the world, as well as some local indigenous groups in the Andes region. In addition, World by 2000 had just been launched as a major initiative among global
Christian broadcasters.

Initial Seeds of Partnership
But it didn’t take long to realize that significant change was in the air. The Iron
Curtain had lifted just a few years before and the HCJB Russian Language Service
was in major transition. After years of letter drought, feedback began pouring in
from listeners across Russia, thanking us for the years of broadcasts and informing us of many local churches that were started because of those broadcasts. But
there was also another request: “Come to Russia and help us do radio.” So a few
brave souls ventured out, and radio planting was born.
Any large, older mission organization is now experiencing monumental
change or it is dying. Despite the inevitability of global shifts in technology,
politics, and evangelism movements, we as mission organizations are often slow
to respond.
We tend to love our infrastructure and resources that took years to finance
and build. It is always exciting to start something new and see it grow. It is
not much fun to dismantle it. We like building up, not tearing down. But less
infrastructure means less overhead, less administration, less managing stuff…
and more focus on serving the local church with their dreams and vision.
As the last century ended, what started in Russia became common as countries that were formerly closed to missionaries opened. At the same time, shortwave listenership declined and radio planting thrived. In late 2009, HCJB closed

its large short-wave transmission site in Pifo, Ecuador. The transition was on—
from a doer to an empowerer, from a manager to a servant.
Meanwhile, hundreds of local, primarily low-power community FM stations
were spread across Latin America, Sub-Saharan Africa, Southeast Asia, and Central/Eastern Europe. In parallel, our health care division, which had long been
in the shadow of radio, was given equal billing and charged with taking their
community development strategies beyond Ecuadorian borders, focusing first
on disaster relief at the request of local radio partners in places like Pakistan and
Indonesia. That led to the mobilization of dozens of Latino doctors and nurses
to serve cross-culturally, many experiencing mission for the first time.

One Step Further…Entering Long-term Partnership
Now, suddenly we weren’t owning and operating as much …but we were
having a far deeper impact through local partnerships. Our missionaries
became more mobile and adapted quicker to changing environments. Lessons
were learned through failure and success. But a common thread emerged that
remains the core of our missiology today: Partnership that is born and nurtured
through the local church is the best path to a synergistic, holistic relationship
that helps the local church accomplish its mission.
Although HCJB was never truly a church-planting mission, it had over eighty
years of history with the Ecuadorian church. Many early missionaries not only

Today, our ministry focus for
Latin America is mobilization, believing
that the Latin American Church is ready
to be equipped for global ministry.
built radio towers, but churches as well. One of the largest churches in Quito, Inaquito Church, was founded by HCJB missionaries and today is sending
Latino missionaries to some of the most remote mission fields on the planet.
East of Quito, in multiple indigenous communities, churches were planted and
nurtured by teams of HCJB missionaries and employees. Today, clean water projects in remote Andean communities are often driven through local church leadership.
The roots of HCJB run deep in Ecuadorian culture and the growth of the
evangelical Church in this Andean country. Today, our ministry focus for Latin
America is mobilization, believing that the Latin American Church is ready to
be equipped for global ministry. We are not abandoning Ecuador, but we are
significantly downsizing our footprint, believing that the local church there and
across Latin America is capable of significant global ministry impact.
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Our core mission is encapsulated in Jesus’ words in Matthew 9:35: “Jesus
went through all the towns and villages, teaching in their synagogues, proclaiming the good news of the kingdom and healing every disease and sickness.” This
is why we do what we do …but how we do it is through the local church.
It is fundamental that the local church must own and drive the vision, which
means our role is to figure out how to best support that vision. We serve them.
The partner will always understand better the needs of their local community.
They live and breathe it every day.
One of my favorite examples of this is the King of Kings Baptist church in Fish
Hoek, South Africa. Pastor John Thomas showed up in the U.S. at a broadcasters’ convention in 1993, looking for help after receiving an FM license and not
having a clue how to get the station up and running. In a God-ordained meeting, one of HCJB’s radio planters was there as well, and a partnership was born
to help get CCFM Radio Fish Hoek on the air and become one of Cape Town’s
top radio stations.
But that was just the beginning for King of Kings. In 1999, Pastor John woke
up one day and read in his local newspaper that forty-four percent of people
living just down the street from the church in Masiphumele township were HIV
positive. It turned out the statistic in the paper was an exaggeration—the actual
figure was seventeen percent. But it didn’t matter. Jesus’ words to care for those
in need were clear and commanding to John. He challenged the church to get
involved, and they responded. The ministry called Living Hope was born.
Today, Living Hope ministers to thousands of people around Cape Town
through community development in the townships, food for individuals who
are destitute, education programs for youth, agri-business training that pulls
people from poverty, and a full hospice clinic that allows AIDS patients to
die with dignity. This is the power of the local church to change communities
through healing and teaching.
Another partner in Asia uses radio as a tool to plant churches. This group
strategically selects a target area with few believers, partners with us to plant a local radio station, then invites listeners to be a part of a listening club. The leader
of the club is a seminary-trained indigenous missionary who has been sent to
the station. Through creative relationship evangelism, listeners meet Jesus—and
a church is born!

Blessed through Occasional Challenges
One unsettling, sometimes uncomfortable, reality to a partner-driven model
of ministry is that it is difficult. It takes tenacity and ultimately it means giving
up control. It means that the church partner can decide to take things in another
direction. It means confusion and cultural misunderstanding over the use of
funds. And at times, it means that donors don’t understand how we can possibly
relinquish management and oversight to someone else. But it’s worth it.
For agencies to thrive in the future, partnerships must be more and more at
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the core of strategy, and those partnerships must focus on deeper involvement
with local churches. Seek to define the scope of the partnership from the beginning, but be willing to flex as it moves forward. Missionaries must be flexible,
too. Our missionaries should be driven by serving others, not by what they
know. And our organizations must continue to explore creative ways to second
missionaries to and from partners.
As HCJB, now known as Reach Global, continues our transition to a partnerdriven mission, one of our regional directors continually uses the phrase “ravenous collaboration.” Perfect. In March, I was with one of our Asian partners, who
leaned over during our meal and thanked me for the past four years of radio
planting together. He said, “You have never run ahead of us and you have never
lagged behind us. Instead, you are right alongside us, supporting our vision for
hundreds of new radio stations.” I am still smiling.
Endnote
1. www.ecuadorencifras.gob.ec/inec-presenta-por-primera-vez-estadisticas-sobre-religion/
Curt Cole grew up in a missionary family in Ivory Coast, West
Africa. Curt currently serves as vice president of International Ministries
for Reach Beyond, which focuses on equipping churches to reach the
unreached through media and health care.

❝

FROM MY SEMINARY DAYS in South Korea in the mid-1980s to
my current role as a practioner and teacher, EMQ has been an excellent
resource for remaining on top of current missiological issues and discussions. As we move to an even better digital version, many in the Global
South will also benefit from the scholarship presented in EMQ. I highly
recommend it.
—Dr. Samuel Naaman, professor, Department of
Intercultural Studies Moody Bible Institute

....

FOR MORE THAN THIRTY YEARS I have benefitted from the
invaluable insights and helpful instruction of EMQ. This is clearly the best
journal available for those interested in mission outreach. Each issue is
packed with practical help to both those who give and pray as “senders”
and those who serve abroad as “sent ones.”

❞

— Dr. Ron Blue, Dallas Theological Seminary
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“Best of” from EMQ!
Extending God’s Kingdom:

Church Planting Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow

In this EMQ compilation, we address the
foundational goal of church planting and hear
from over thirty experienced practitioners and
missiologists as they share successes, failures,
and hopes for the future.

Engaging the Church:

Analyzing the Canvas of Short-term Missions

This compilation of the “best-of” articles on
short-term missions from EMQ is a valuable
resource as you enter into short-term mission
work, oversee others, or continue making
short-term missions as effective and Godhonoring as possible.

Envisioning Effective Ministry:
Evangelism in a Muslim Context

In this volume you will find fifty of the top
articles on Muslim ministry from EMQ. You'll
learn from more than thirty experienced
academics, missiologists, and practitioners
who have been involved in Muslim ministry
from five years to five decades.

$17.95 each.
Order online at
BGCBookstore.com

Voices in the Local Church
Every Member on Mission
through Churches Everywhere
Mike Constantz

E

VERY MEMBER ON MISSION! Every member on mission!” These words by Pastor Rick Warren captured the
hearts of three thousand Saddleback Church members attending the first offering of the famous first Class 401 in
1999. That day and event began a new era of church-to-church
missions that would transform not only Saddleback, but countless
other churches around the world. Saddleback would ultimately commission hundreds of career missionaries and church workers, plant
thousands of churches, and send out over 23,800 of its congregation on PEACE plan missions to 197 nations.

Since planting the church Pastor Rick has been systematically preparing a
Great Commission army through messages, small groups, campaigns, and a
process of purpose-driven orientation courses called Class 101: Discovering
Membership; Class 201: Discovering Spiritual Maturity; Class 301: Discovering My Ministry; and Class 401: Discovering My Mission.
While Pastor Rick was growing a local church, preparing his members for
international service and training hundreds of thousands of pastors around
the world, I was living and ministering overseas and training full-time workers
in over 150 countries through Campus Crusade for Christ.
God had redirected my life toward the end of my college years in Bill Bright’s
living room and the Great Commission consumed me. I breathed, bled, and
battled for “the fulfillment of the Great Commission in our generation.” At
the time, there were vast regions of the world with no church. Although I was
sent as a medical missionary, our team was asked to stop our medical work in
our second year to begin showing a film about Jesus.
With a bad attitude and a 16mm film projector, I headed to a nearby village to show the film, becoming the first team to use the JESUS Film outside
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the U.S. We discovered that a church could be started in one day. My life and
ministry was transformed. And the JESUS Film… well, the rest is history.
Then came Church Planting Movements, which blew the roof off of what
we had considered to be accelerated church planting. Learnings from Roland
Allen’s Spontaneous Expansion of the Church and his earlier Missionary Methods: St Paul’s or Ours? led Bill Smith and Curtis Sergeant to this new mission
strategy. In just a few decades, the wide chasm of churched and unchurched
regions was closed. Smaller unreached, unengaged people groups (UUPGs)
still remained, but the local church was spreading as the waters cover the sea.
As mission strategists watched what God was doing in these movements
around the world, it was obvious that local churches have the greatest distribution possibility on the planet. If church members truly grasped the fact that
all believers are called by God to obey the Great Commission, and then these
believers were intentionally activated and equipped for missions in their local
congregations, the possibility for exponential growth was astounding.
While Saddleback staff had been planting churches and training pastors
from its start in 1980, 1999 was the year we launched the strategy to mobilize
every member to “make disciples in every nation.” Four years later, while training pastors in Africa, God convicted Pastor Rick that the world’s most crippling
problems—extreme poverty, pandemic diseases, illiteracy and lack of education, corrupt leadership, and spiritual lostness—can only be resolved by the
Church, specifically local congregations.
He created a simple, holistic strategy, combining the Great Commandment
to care with the Great Commission to share. It would be based on Jesus’ instructions to the teams he sent on mission (Luke 10, Matt. 10), specifically
“find and start with the Man of Peace” (Luke 10:5-6), so Pastor Rick named it
The PEACE Plan, and created an acrostic:

Plant churches that promote reconciliation
Equip servant leaders
Assist the poor
Care for the sick
Educate the next generation

What is PEACE?
The PEACE Plan is: Ordinary people empowered by God making a difference together wherever they are. It is:
1. Three-dimensional: Personal peace is your mission to your family,
friends, co-workers, and neighbors. Local peace is your mission to your city
and area. Global peace is your mission to serve and train a church overseas
to do their own local peace plan. The Acts 1:8 commission is simultaneous
“and... and...and,” not sequential. All churches must have both a local and a
global vision.
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2. Church to church: Members are sent to serve and equip indigenous
churches who then serve their communities. When there is no local church in
a community, we find a “near-neighbor” church that shares a common connection (ethnically, linguistically, culturally) and help them plant a church.
3. Local church-initiated: Starts with a foundation of prayer and finding a person of peace wherever you go.
4. A training commission: We “teach them to do...” We do not do it for
them or in place of them. We do not create dependency.
5. SSR: Sustainable, scalable, reproducible. The simplest strategy is the
strongest. Complexity quickly breaks down. We want “fruit that remains.”
6. “Don’t take a purse”: We don’t build or buy things. The resources
are in the harvest.
7. Pastor-directed, member-led: PEACE is a model for the ninety-nine
percent of churches that don’t have mission staff. Every size church can do
PEACE.
8. Local: Locally-initiated, locally-owned, locally-led.
9. Long-term results: We do not do short-term missions. We do shortterm trips to train for long-term results, and we establish long-term relationships with indigenous local churches where their members do the long-term
mission work. We measure outcomes, not outputs.
10. Holistic: PEACE addresses the spirit (spiritual lostness), the body
(poverty, disease, hunger), and the mind (illiteracy and education).
11. Cooperative: Indigenous local churches unite around community
projects. Together they decide which local government agencies, organizations, and businesses to involve in their local community partnerships.
12. The final frontier: To the ends of the earth: The ultimate goal of
the PEACE plan is to mobilize local churches to take the gospel to the remaining UUPGs—those people groups with “no believer, no Bible, and no Body of
Christ.” This has been Pastor Rick’s ultimate objective since planting Saddleback.

How We Mobilize for PEACE
Our mobilization process moves members from awareness (where you
become aware of your Great Commission responsibility and the needs of the
world around you), to awakened (where your heart becomes emotionally
engaged, based on your personal mission SHAPE [see below]), to activated
(where you are now active in a long-term PEACE mission that matches your
SHAPE), to becoming an advocate (where you mobilize others for PEACE and
lead teams in the field, either locally or globally).
“SHAPE” is Pastor Rick’s acrostic for the five ways God has shaped you for
your personal ministry in the church and mission in the world:
• Spiritual gifts
• Heart passions
• Abilities
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• Personality
• Experiences

A National Model Needed
When we launched PEACE we decided that, while having a goal of sending
PEACE teams to every nation by the end of 2010 (which we did), we also wanted to find a small nation where we could plant deep roots and demonstrate
the “proof of concept” using volunteers and bi-vocational pastors. If PEACE
could be proven successful in a nation with limited money and education, we
figured it could be launched anywhere.
As we considered a half dozen small nations, Pastor Rick received a letter
from the President of Rwanda saying that he had read The Purpose Driven Life
and he invited Saddleback to help rebuild a nation on purpose, while it was
still reeling from the 1994 genocide that wiped out a million Rwandans and
much of the nation’s leadership.
After much prayer, and three trips to observe and listen to the concerns of
Rwandan church leaders, Saddleback formed a partnership to make Rwanda
our first national model of the PEACE plan. In the past ten years, 1,300 Saddleback members have served in Rwanda as trainers and 3,043 churches have
completed a three-year Purpose Driven training course on church health.
An indigenous Purpose Driven steering council representing over 250 denominations (essentially every denomination) leads the PEACE plan efforts in
Rwanda. They make all the decisions on the plan and implementation.
The first step was to discern what parts of the PEACE plan were needed most
in the churches of each province. An Inter-Church Council (ICC), led by pastors in the Western Province, determined that the greatest need in the Karongi
district was health care due to the lack of doctors. So PEACE teams trained
over 400 volunteer Community PEACE Trainers (CPTs) working in their 195
churches. These CPTs then trained 3,452 volunteer Community PEACE Servants (CPSs) who provide basic health care to the villages. Each CPS was given
a caseload of seven homes with each home averaging five members, which totaled about 146,000 men, women, and children receiving regular health care
through this very successful pilot.
This project raised both the visibility and the credibility of the local churches not only in the eyes of their communities, but also in the estimation of the
national government who were grateful for their contributions. At the graduation of pastors completing three years of training, President Paul Kagame
stated, “We realized that our nation could recover and develop faster by engaging local churches as partners at the grassroots level.”
Through collaborating as local churches and involving government agencies and
local organizations, a powerfully effective and fruitful strategy emerged. Pastor
Rick calls this the three-legged stool. The Rwandan churches began mobilizing
their members as volunteers to learn and lead the following.
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PEACE Works in Rwanda
• HIV and AIDS and healthcare. Kay Warren launched this first PEACE
Initiative at Saddleback in 2003 to call the Global Church into action to help
stop this pandemic disease and care for the people living with the virus. See
sidebar on HIV & AIDS Initiative on page 495.
• Orphan care (“getting to zero” orphans in orphanages). A churchinitiated initiative with government partnership helping every child remain
in families instead of orphanages and emptying orphanages by reuniting with
family or regaining permanent family of their own. See sidebar on Orphan
Care on page 496.
• Economic development for the extreme poor—living on less than
$1.25/day. Savings Groups to primarily help women without external financial assistance to not only climb out of poverty but also find a voice and dignity in their own communities.
• Clean water (wells, rain catchment, filtration, hygiene training)
• Preschools (church-based), providing children and families at risk with
enrichment and an opportunity for early education support.
• Ending human trafficking to help eliminate modern-day slavery
through church interventions that prevent and restore freedom and Imagebearer dignity.
• Celebrate recovery, a 12-step recovery program based on the beatitudes of Jesus healing hurts, habits, and hangups.
Everything has a spiritual growth pathway through local churches. All of
these are integrated through the local churches to care about the whole person (body, soul, spirit) and the whole family for their whole lifetime.
PEACE is now spreading throughout Rwanda and has become a model for
additional countries. The Rwandan church leaders themselves are focused on
exporting PEACE to Burundi, Uganda, South Sudan, Tanzania, and the DRC.
And they are assisting other U.S. churches that desire to implement these
learnings and take on more countries.
It is our conviction that for a local church to get involved in mission, it
must think about partnership with other local churches. Our heart has been to
inspire, even incite, churches to get in the game, not just in Rwanda, but also
with churches across North America.

Church Planting in Urban Centers as Hubs
Meanwhile, Saddleback has recognized the need to create effective mission
models in influential cities around the world. In 2011, Pastor Rick announced
a plan to plant Saddleback churches in strategic urban centers in twelve regions of the world. In 2013, Saddleback churches were planted in Berlin,
Buenos Aires, and Hong Kong. Manila will be planted in 2014 and Moscow
shortly thereafter.
These strategic urban hubs are for equipping other churches in their own
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Two Examples of
PEACE Initiatives:
HIV & AIDS and Orphan Care
HIV & AIDS Initiative
The HIV & AIDS Initiative at Saddleback Church inspires and equips churches around the world to care for those infected and affected by HIV & AIDS, both
locally and globally. Through the CHURCH strategy, local churches are encouraged to take a leading role in ending AIDs by engaging in prevention, treatment,
care, and support.
Care for and support the sick. Churches are commanded by God to
care about the sick. It is our calling. It doesn’t require money or special training
to love. Local congregations are the only caring organizations found in almost
every community around the world.
Handle HIV testing and counseling. Everyone should know their HIV
status and be tested at least once in their lifetime. Those at higher risk should be
tested more frequently. There are two reasons to know your HIV status: if you’re
negative, stay negative; if you’re positive, you can access care and treatment and
avoid transmitting the virus to others.
Unleash a volunteer labor force. There will never be enough healthcare
professionals in the world to teach prevention, administer treatment, and offer
care to those who need it. Churches have the largest volunteer labor force on the
planet—more than two billion members. What an impact we can make if this
enormous untapped pool of talent, energy, and compassion can be mobilized
to support those infected and affected by HIV and AIDS.
Remove the stigma. Churches must embrace people who are HIV positive by replacing rejection and alienation with mercy and acceptance. It is not
a sin to be sick. Instead of asking, “How did you become infected?” we should
ask, “How can we help you?”
Champion healthy behavior. HIV and AIDS are complex, yet largely
preventable. Churches have the moral authority to promote healthy sexual behavior and to offer the spiritual motivation for abstinence, fidelity, and drug-free
living. Many churches offer Celebrate Recovery, a Christian 12-step program,
to those struggling with co-dependency, alcohol, drug, and sexual addiction.
Churches can offer a holistic approach that encompasses all aspects of HIV prevention and addiction recovery.
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Help with HIV medications. While it is unexpected to visualize a role for
local churches in helping with HIV treatment, the church can be an integral part
of helping HIV-positive individuals live longer. HIV treatment offers hope for a
normal lifespan, but requires specialized pre-treatment preparation and ongoing treatment support that the faith community can provide.

Orphan Care Initiative
Through the ORPHAN strategy local churches are encouraged to lead the
way in caring for orphans and vulnerable children by offering hope, healing,
and permanency.
Open your eyes to God’s heart for the orphan. Caring for orphans is
a reflection of what God has done for us. We were vulnerable and helpless and
he cared for us in our distress. By providing for orphans physically, we can reflect
what God has done for us spiritually in Christ. Helping orphans is something
that every believer can do.
Rely on the family as God’s hope for the orphan. Children belong
in families. Work toward solutions which allow children to grow in safe, stable,
nurturing, permanent, legal, and loving families—not group homes or institutions. Promote reconciliation, adoption, and permanency as God’s idea for the
growth, health, and healing of a child. Provide care that focuses on family preservation, having children remain in families, reunification with family or kin, or
the ability to regain a new family of their own through adoption.
Prevent children from becoming orphaned. Prevent orphans by
strengthening the family. Prevent orphans by caring for those living with HIV.
Offer care and treatment for mothers, fathers, and children living with HIV. Give
voice to the voiceless. Focus on sustainable and income-generating activities,
including savings groups and Celebrate Recovery for family health
Help children gain access to care. Basic health care is essential. Immunizations and health promotion can be done through the church to help
children survive and thrive. Education regarding nutrition, child development,
and attachment are core principles for every family. Birth registration is a simple
start to help children thrive.
Affirm the church as God’s provision for the orphan. Strengthen
the capacity of the local church to care for and protect orphans. Launch orphan
care ministries in your church. Create ways for every person to engage in orphan
care or adoption.
Nurture the unique needs of every orphan. Every child needs a secure and permanent connection to a church and a family. Commit to providing
permanent solutions that care for the lifelong needs of each child.
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countries and their surrounding regions, as well as to be used as base camps
for mobilizing churches to help reach the final UUPGs. This initiative helped
overcome another weakness in our global plan: we had a focus on Rwanda as
a working model in the Developing World. Now we’ve added a strong focus in
the developed, urban world, where the greatest concentrations of future next
generation influencers reside.

A Global Rising Tide
Globally, we know that the Body of Christ is called to care for about five
billion people living in spiritual darkness, over one billion having little access
to the good news, 163 million orphans, 34 million living with HIV & AIDS,
29 million living in modern-day slavery, and untold millions of widows. Who
better than these indigenous church members, who are in every country, to
do the work? They do it as “amateurs”… for the love of it. Along with their
phenomenally broad base of gifts, talents, and experiences, they are willing to
be equipped to maximize their effectiveness and fruitfulness.
This is a rising tide on a global scale: local churches mobilizing and
equipping their members to live on mission. The most exciting days are ahead.
It’s a mustard seed planted and quietly growing—like yeast quietly spreading
and seeping into everything, including restricted peoples and places.
Jesus calls his people to sacrificially serve the widows, orphans, aliens,
poor, starving, homeless, persecuted, oppressed, repressed, terrorized, tyrannized, crushed, enslaved, exploited, helpless, hopeless, voiceless, marginalized, victimized, beaten up, beaten down, down & out, shut in, shut out, shut
up, burned out, outcast, brain damaged, mentally ill, incurably ill, disabled,
pregnant at the wrong time, unemployed, underemployed, unemployable,
swindled, shoved aside, left aside, replaced, emotionally starved, emotionally
scarred, emotionally dead, and the otherwise forgotten.
His people must show up with unrelenting, unselfish, uncompromising
compassion and justice.
His people are the only hope for the vast majority of these downtrodden
masses.
A proven biblical mission model is called for that cares about the one and
cares about the whole. Every member on mission through churches everywhere… it sounds like something God had planned from the beginning.
Mike Constantz has been pastor of global mobilization & initiatives at
Saddleback Church since 2004. He served in the Philippines as a medical missionary and then as the Sri Lanka country director for Cru. Mike
then worked as the global community director for the JESUS Film project,
overseeing the short-term sending to unreached peoples. Mike is married to
Cathy and their daughter, Tali, is serving in Sri Lanka.
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excellence in missions
Best Practices from Missio Nexus

50 Years of EMQ:
Looking Back and Forward

Jim Reapsome (EMQ editor 1964-1997)

L

ooking Back

The Evangelical Missions Quarterly was conceived in an ice
cream bar called the Eskimo Inn at Winona Lake, Indiana. After
the day’s evening session at the first joint meeting of the Evangelical Foreign Missions Association (EFMA) and the Interdenominational Foreign Mission Association (IFMA) in October 1963, a small group
of us sat around the table talking about what we would like to see as
lasting outcomes of this historic gathering. Someone tossed out the
idea that the two associations should join hands and produce a journal
that would cross the lines between them and stand as a joint evangelical testimony to what we believed about world missions.

Long past our bedtimes we rambled on and on about this idea. Eventually, like
a match tossed into a pile of hay, the idea ignited a blaze that has burned for 50
years. The flame was nurtured through a host of discussions until the first issue
saw the light of day in October 1964.
Out of the Winona Lake conference came the Joint EFMA-IFMA Committee
on Missions Quarterly. At a meeting on December 4, 1963, it was decided that a
board of directors (four from the EFMA and four from the IFMA) would supervise
the proposed quarterly. Discussions then moved on to adopt the following purpose of the journal:
The purpose of the journal will be to glorify God through the encouragement
and inspiration of evangelical Christians who are dedicated in obedience to the
command of Jesus Christ to the proclamation of the gospel of the Son of God to
the whole world. It pledges loyalty to the Bible, the inspired word of God, and to
the truth it proclaims.
The committee then drew up an outline of six editorial components. After
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Eskimo Inn, Winona Lake, Indiana.

organization and content came the matter of the journal’s intended readers. There
was general agreement that primarily it would aim at the total missionary force at
home and abroad, including mission executives, missionaries, national workers,
mission professors, board members in mission organizations, missionary candidates, and students. A second tier of readers would include pastors, missionary
prayer bandleaders, publishers, and church members.
Ideas about a new name for the journal flew thick and fast. When the dust
settled we agreed on the Evangelical Missions Quarterly, thereby also establishing
its frequency of publication.
Because EFMA and IFMA were just cautiously starting to dance together, questions of policy arose at the meeting. How would the journal keep its distinctively
evangelical character? The following motion prevailed: “That the quarterly publish articles by evangelicals who are in accord with the doctrinal position of the
sponsoring associations. Authors not in accord, or who are identified with the
Ecumenical Movement, will be used only with a qualifying statement.”
At the next meeting on February 11, 1964, it was decided that I would be the
journal’s first managing editor and that the first issue would be sixty-four pages.
Members of EFMA and IFMA would be asked for subscriptions.
Looking back, one can only admire the wisdom of the founders of EMQ. They
succeeded not only in bringing the quarterly to birth; they also built significant
bridges of trust, partnership, and cooperation between the EFMA and the IFMA.
The late-night rendezvous at the Eskimo Inn turned out, under God’s care and
direction, to be a pivotal point in the history of U.S. mission agency growth and
development.
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Both the editorial committee and the board became strong intermission partners. Because they served a common cause, at their meetings they relinquished
personal and organizational distinctives. EMQ forced them to look beyond parochial issues to the issues and challenges that confronted all evangelical missionaries, regardless of doctrinal and denominational colors.
In today’s environment, it is hard to appreciate what it was like fifty years ago
when denominational and independent mission boards rarely talked. The IFMA
boards had staked out their turf in the 1920s and 1930s because of doctrinal aberrations and loss of missionary theology in some of the country’s major denominations. Then, after World War II, the EFMA set out to serve denominations that
had affiliated with the new National Association of Evangelicals. Among its members were some whose doctrines were incompatible with some IFMA members.
But God, in his mercy and wisdom, brought new leaders to the fore in the 1950s
and 1960s, so the time was more propitious for the launching of a cooperative
joint publication.
Although there was a certain nervousness on both sides in 1964, this was gradually overcome simply because nothing damaging to either side was ever published in EMQ. To be sure, however, the editorial committee representing the two
sponsoring associations reviewed, thoroughly debated, and finally voted to accept
or reject every article under consideration for publication. Four times a year these
discussions took place. Different opinions often surfaced. These meetings greatly
enlarged not only our world mission perspective, but also our appreciation for
one another. We never left with hard feelings.
Of course, our main responsibility was to keep to the founding principles and
guidelines. We had no difficulty coming up with ideas for articles, but we often
fell short in finding someone to write about them. Assigning subjects to selected
authors became less and less important to us. We soon learned that people on the
field wanted to write, too. We never lacked for manuscripts. We wanted EMQ to
reflect the priorities, needs, and interests of working professional missionaries.
Perhaps the most difficult part of the editorial task was to achieve fairness,
accuracy, and balance. We did not want EMQ to ride any hobbies. However,
new ideas and movements come and go and you have to say something about
them. Among the new trends that took considerable EMQ space were church
growth and its related subjects: hidden, frontier, or unreached people groups; the
homogeneous unit principle, and whatever Donald McGavran and Ralph Winter
thought was important. Then came the movement to bring closure to the Great
Commission by the year 2000 and the 10/40 Window.
Along the way, we gave a lot of space to theological education by extension,
language acquisition, cross-cultural adjustments, and education for missionary
children. After the Ayatollah Khomeini took over Iran in 1979 and sixty-two
Americans were taken hostage, Muslim evangelism took center stage. Over the
past fifty years we have received and published more articles on this subject than
perhaps any other.
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I retired in 1997 with a strong sense that our 1964 dream had been fulfilled.
The board, the editorial committee, and the staff have kept the faith of our founders, who said in the first issue:
Our urgent need for this hour is not only to profess a faith in missions, but
to be possessed by a missionary faith that is derived from obedience to the word
of God and motivated by the power of the Holy Spirit and the love of our Lord
Jesus Christ.

Looking Forward
Anniversaries force us to look not only back to our pasts, but also forward to
our futures. However, trying to get a clear picture of world missions in the coming decade is like trying to lock in one image in a kaleidoscope. Even the slightest
nudge on the cylinder produces a totally new arrangement of designs and colors.
However, we can see some fundamental changes that have produced a missionary
picture vastly different from the one we would have seen a half-century ago.
Perhaps most significantly, God has been pleased to grant abundant harvests
in virtually every corner of the globe. Although reports indicate some slowing
in church growth, almost wherever we look we can see many more new churches coming to full flower in the next ten years. For example, in recent years, new
churches have sprouted where there were none in Nepal and Mongolia. Across
central and southern Africa, and throughout Latin America, showers of blessing
have drenched millions of new believers. Former Communist bloc countries and
Russia itself have seen remarkable surges in church growth, which we expect to
continue.
Growth in Christian institutions has followed, together with the striking discovery that the task of world missions belongs to everybody, not just to North
Americans and Europeans. Consequently, when church historians look back on
the twentieth century, they may well say that the most significant turning point
was the development of missionaries and missionary societies in Asia, Africa, and
Latin America. There is every indication that this movement will surge ahead.
At the same time, however, the brilliance of this harvest dims when we turn
our kaleidoscope just a nudge and see fields that remain unharvested. Millions of
people remain chained to Islam, Buddhism, Hinduism, Shintoism, spiritism, and
other empty religions. The powers of darkness have not yet ceded control everywhere. In fact, we cannot look at missions in the coming decade without staring
at the world’s astounding population growth. Christ’s call for prayer for workers
still abides on his Church.
Although Christ’s call has not changed, the context in which we hear it has.
In years to come profound social, religious, and economic changes will continue
to change the way we view our task. Poverty, hunger, civil wars, and exploitation cast a dark shadow. Millions of refugees surge across one border or another.
While some nations have found wealth, others struggle to remain viable. When
economic crises jolt the currency markets, the churches in those countries hiccup
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and find it hard to support missionary work.
Political regimes closely aligned with entrenched religious authorities will continue to stake out the strongest opposition to the gospel. At the same time, the old
religions will surge out of Asia and Africa, fueled by billions of oil dollars from
Muslim countries. Nationalistic Hinduism threatens religious freedom in India.
Persecution of Christians reigns in a number of countries.
Huge population shifts will force missionaries to take a new look at their churchplanting strategies. Scholars say that on the average every day a quarter of a million
people forsake the villages and countryside of the world seeking a better life in huge
metropolitan centers. This will demand that we focus on urban areas with the attendant problems of dislocation, poverty, loss of identity, joblessness, and crime. All of
these conditions will pose serious barriers to the advance of the gospel.
On the other hand, however, North American Christians will have more financial and spiritual resources than ever before. They will have enormous wealth,
unbounded educational opportunities, freedom to travel and explore, books to
read, CDs to study and emails to read. Plus, they will enjoy the benefits of getting
to know their missionaries and the settings in which they serve. They will gain
insights from churches and their leaders around the world.
These unparalleled blessings from God will make special demands on his
Church to send missionaries with a wide variety of skills and interests to invest
overseas. They must be willing to learn difficult languages and endure tough cultural adjustments. As political and religious pressures escalate, they must be flexible. They must also be willing to serve under local church leaders and partner
with their mission agencies.
Mission agencies will adjust to new patterns of ministry. In greater numbers
than before, volunteers will shift from career to short-term service. Short-termers
include teenagers, collegians, and senior citizens. Churches will develop significant avenues of service with adult teams working from two weeks to two months.
More career missionaries will work as teams on specific projects, collaborating
with church leaders on the field.
New technologies will challenge our creativity. The gospel will advance on the
Internet as well as through literature, DVDs, smart phones, computer tablets, and
satellite broadcasts. Missionaries will face tough choices, because reliance on technology comes with considerable risks.
Our critical goal will be to follow Christ’s pattern of servanthood, of loving,
sacrificial investment of our lives for his glory and the advancement of his gospel.

Jim Reapsome was founding editor of EMQ in 1964. He held that
position until he retired in 1997. He and his wife, Martha, live in
Downers Grove, Illinois.
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book reviews
Editor's note: Due to space in this special 50th anniversary issue, we are only running
three book reviews. Our regular review section will resume in January.

A Missional Orthodoxy: Theology and Ministry
in a Post-Christian Context
Gary Tyra. IVP Academics, P.O. Box 1400, Downers Grove, IL 60515, 393 pages,
2013, $30.00.
—Reviewed by Daniel Shinjong Baeq, adjunct professor and director, Paul G.
Hiebert Global Center for Intercultural Studies, Trinity International University.

A

ttemps to evangelize the liberal and unchurched generations, who are
more open toward liberal politics and tolerant of the diversities of postmodern culture, have paved the way for missional and emerging movements
to arise. These movements have become a cause of concern for some evangelical leaders and a source of controversy for other traditional leaders who are
not fully attuned to the constantly changing culture.
While some appreciate these movements for promoting missionary endeavors for contemporary cultures and generations, others criticize them for
taking away from a focus on orthodox theology and overseas mission fields.
Gary Tyra, a professor at Vanguard University and a minister with the Assemblies of God, asserts that common ground can be found among traditional, missional, and emerging churches. By choosing two textual and contextual barometers—Jude 3 (“to contend for the faith that was once for all entrusted to God’s
holy people”) and 1 Corinthians 9:22 (“become all things to all people so that
by all possible means I might save some”)—the author’s goal is to “build bridges
between traditional, missional, and emerging church movements” (p. 13).
In part one, Tyra gives an historical overview of the Christological controversy of early Christianity. He points out that the emphasis on the humanity of
Christ led the pendulum to swing to Adoptionism, while the opposite emphasis on the divinity pushed the pendulum to swing to Docetism. He persuades
readers that such polarized views of humanity or of divinity at the expense
of the other is erroneous. He instead calls for a “hypostatic union of dual
nature,” where both can be true, and proposes “missional orthodoxy” that is
“faithful to both the biblical text and the missional task” (p. 291).
In part two, Tyra examines eight doctrinal topics—the Bible, God, Christ,
the Holy Spirit, human beings, salvation, Church, and eschatology. For each
topic, he assesses the theological validity of his conversation partners—Borg,
504 EMQ October 2014
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a mainline Protestant, and McLaren, an advocate of emerging movement—
based on the proposed barometers. Even though Tyra presents the views of
traditional orthodoxy, he does not advocate for this position, but rather criticizes its insensitivity to the broader culture.
Since missional and emerging leaders today deemphasize doctrinal language and even the death and resurrection of Jesus, I am curious as to how
this “missional orthodoxy” will reignite the core of Christian faith among the
younger leaders. While this book is not a light volume, it is a worthwhile read
for both undergraduate and graduate students of biblical, theological, and
missiological studies.
This book will also help the readers to explore the various views and to discern for themselves a well-balanced approach that is faithful to both biblical
teachings and contextual challenges. For the traditional evangelicals, it will help
them to rethink theological and ecclesiological transformation that can reach
the unchurched generation of the postmodern and post-Christian context.

Bridging the Diversity Gap, Leading
toward God’s Multi-Ethnic Kingdom
Alvin Sanders. Wesleyan Publishing House, P.O. Box 50434, Indianapolis, IN 46250,
240 pages, 2013, $15.99.
—Reviewed by Jeffrey Fussner, who had twenty-six years of ministry in Indonesia
and the South Pacific; now pastor of a multiethnic church in Alexandria, Virginia.

C

hange is difficult, whether for an individual or an organization. Leading
an organization to shift toward an authentic multiethnic DNA is especially
challenging. Bridging the Diversity Gap, Leading Toward God’s Multi-ethnic Kingdom is for leaders of majority-white, Christian, non-profit organizations. It is
especially for those at the beginning stages of shifting toward multi-ethnicity,
or those who have failed and need the courage to try again. The urgency that
drives this effort is that authentic multi-ethnicity is a reflection of the gospel of
God’s kingdom.
The book is designed for study by leadership groups and has two major sections. The first consists of three chapters laying out the challenge of moving
toward multi-ethnicity: Ethnic Borders, Racialization, and Unintentionality. The
second major section of four chapters contains the strategic principles essential for shifting toward multi-ethnicity: Sustainable Performance, Multi-ethnic
Change as Spiritual Growth, Changing the Ethnic Game, and Putting It All Together. The book ends with a Learning Lab of chapter summaries with discussion questions and a case study.
Secular diversity training is designed for building racial tolerance, but falls
short of the unique values of Christian non-profit organizations. “Color-blindness” on the part of majority-white leaders may seem commendable, but is un506 EMQ October 2014
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helpful. This approach misses the fact that race is still a significant factor in the
life experiences, opportunities, and relationships of people who are not white.
A biblical and spiritual approach moves toward racial transcendence. Ethnic differences are acknowledged, appreciated, and transcended to a place of unity in
Christ (Gal. 3:28).
Acts 6:1-7 is a model of leadership in multi-ethnicity and is referred to often
in the presentation of the strategic principles in section two. The apostles did
not ignore ethnic differences nor dismiss the complaints from the Grecian Jews.
Alvin Sanders points out that the leaders (1) embraced diversity as an organizational DNA adventure; (2) leveraged ethnic differences; (3) mobilized money
and personnel toward solutions, and (4) provided clarity. He calls this approach
“asset based diversity development.”
Wise leaders will discover how God has placed within the organization personnel and strengths to be leveraged for multiethnic growth. Three couplets
summarize the core of the organizational shift: Inside Out (contributions of key
stakeholders within are enlisted), Top Down (major decision makers lead the
way), and All In (buy-in throughout the organization is fostered).
Sanders does not promise all the answers needed for specific situations. But
the principles he presents were forged in urban, multiethnic church planting,
the academy, and his work in consulting and denominational leadership. They
are field-tested and helpful navigation tools for leaders.
Check these titles:
Emerson, Michael O. and Christian Smith. 2000. Divided By Faith: Evangelical
Religion and the Problem of Race in America. New York: Oxford University Press.
Livermore, David A. 2009. Cultural Intelligence: Improving Your CQ to Engage
Our Multicultural World. Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker Academic.
Jenkins, Philip. 2007. The Next Christendom: The Coming of Global Christianity.
New York: Oxford University Press.

Contextualisation and Mission Training:
Engaging Asia’s Religious Worlds
Jonathan Ingleby, Tan Kang San, and Tan Loun Ling, eds. Regnum Books International, 6HR, UK, 109 pages, 2013, $16.00.
—Reviewed by Dennis J. Horton, associate professor of religion and associate director of ministry guidance, Baylor University.

F

rom the beginning of Christian missions, Christians have struggled with the
challenge of contextualizing the gospel appropriately. The first generation of
Jewish Christian leaders debated the essential requirements for Gentile Christians. Was circumcision an essential element of the Christian faith, or simply a
Jewish practice that was no longer necessary in this new cultural context? The
508 EMQ October 2014
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early Christian leaders also had to determine which elements of Gentile culture
were acceptable for Christians.
Given the growth of Christianity within Asian cultures, the contextualization
issue has become even more pressing. At what point does contextualization of
the gospel become syncretism or even heresy? David Miller writes that our goal
should be to avoid the “dragons” of syncretism and heresy without becoming
“guilty of importing an alien form of Christianity which will not flourish in its
new setting” (p. 27).
To address the delicate balance between a lack of contextualization on the
one hand and syncretism on the other, the editors of this volume have compiled eight thoughtful and thought-provoking essays originally presented at
the Fourth Asian Mission Consultation in 2012. The first four essays focus on
theory, presenting broad frameworks to “shape and guide Christian approaches
toward theological education and mission training” (p. vi). The second section
of the book moves from theory to practice as the next four essays explore how
Christian contextualization must take different shapes within Asia’s various cultures. Each writer focuses on contextualization within one of the major religious
traditions: Islam, Buddhism, Chinese religious traditions, and Hinduism. The
overall purpose of the book is to become a resource guide for those who are
training Christian missionaries to work within Asian cultures.
While other books have addressed the topic of contextualization in Christian
missions, this particular work does make a valuable contribution as it relates specifically to Asian cultures. All of the essays are well-written and insightful. Rory
Makenzie, for instance, draws several valuable lessons from Karl Reichelt’s efforts
to contextualize the Christian message to reach followers of Mahayana Buddhism.
Carol Walker highlights several interesting examples of the ways in which Islamic
beliefs and practices vary from one region to the next, reminding us not to overgeneralize about Islam or other faiths. These two essays alone would justify the
purchase of the book, but the entire collection contains helpful insights.
Perhaps the only noteworthy weakness in the book is its brevity—it is only
109 pages, including endnotes and bibliography. As I finished the last page of
the final chapter, I found myself wanting to explore the topic further. Such lucid
brevity, however, may be understood as a strength rather than a weakness—better to be left with a desire for more rather than to be burdened with unnecessary
detail. The essays successfully raise the central issues related to the theory and
practice of contextualization for the gospel. Those looking for guidance as they
train cross-cultural ministers have found a valuable resource.
Check this title:
Bevans, Stephen B. and Katalina Tahaafe-Williams, eds. 2011. Contextual
Theology for the Twenty-First Century. Eugene, Ore.: Wipf & Stock.
Moreau, A. Scott. 2012. Contextualization in World Missions: Mapping and Assessing Evangelical Models. Grand Rapids, Mich.: Kregel.
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